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ABSTRACT
A Longitudinal Analysis of the Development of Mandarin Chinese in Fourth Grade Immersion
By
Robin E. Harvey
Advisor: Patricia J. Brooks
Many studies have confirmed the benefits of dual language immersion programs.
Research into reading and writing development in these programs, and particularly in Chinese
immersion, is less common. In this dissertation, an attempt is made to address this gap in
research by exploring the literacy development of fourth grade Chinese immersion students.
Participants were 70 students, the entire fourth grade of an urban Chinese immersion school in
the northeastern U.S. The school had recently made several curricular changes. They were
adopting a practice of freewriting, or independent writing. In freewriting, students are
encouraged to write as much as they can on a topic using all of their linguistic and meaningmaking resources without regard for accuracy. They learn to write for self-expression and for
readers (as opposed to writing for feedback). The school, in addition, adopted the Level Chinese
reading system as part of an effort to systematize reading instruction and assessment. Lastly, they
were actively considering ways to support student writing development through digital
technologies. The school also administered annual year-end STAMP 4Se standardized tests of
Chinese. The current studies aimed to understand effects of and relations between these
curricular approaches.
The first study in this dissertation aimed to understand how digital writing using Pinyin
input might support development of literacy skills in Chinese immersion. In this study, the effects
of a digital text messaging curriculum on freewriting were investigated. It was hypothesized that
use of digital Pinyin input would facilitate connections between oral and written language by
allowing learners to access vocabulary they could not yet write by hand but could type using
iv

Pinyin on an alphabetic keyboard. Students in two classes engaged in text messaging in small
groups using digital Pinyin input in online chatrooms for 20 minutes, 3 times per week over an 8week period. A matched group of students in other classes taught by the same teachers
completed regular pencil-and-paper word work that focused on analysis of characters during the
same time period. Texting with classmates using Pinyin input, when replacing multi-component
word work, was negatively associated with freewriting output, that is, students who completed
word work did better in freewriting post-texting intervention. Within texting groups, however,
children who were successful at texting showed greater gains in freewriting abilities as compared
to children with lesser success at texting. Given the importance of digital writing and online
learning, the findings indicate that texting should supplement, but not replace multi-component
word work.
The second study reported in this dissertation built on the first study by investigating the
development of writing, reading, and proficiency in L2 Chinese across the entire school year
through a focus on freewriting. Our aim was to better understand how students use Chinese and
all of their meaning-making resources in writing, and the relationship between student writing,
reading and proficiency. First, student freewrites, that were collected at 3 time points over the
school year, were examined to understand how students deployed their linguistic and meaningmaking resources in writing. Students used a combination of correct characters and words
written in Pinyin, homophones, English and pictures to fulfill their meaning-making needs in the
moment. Proportions of words written in correct Chinese characters increased from 63% to 81%
over successive freewrites. Writing ability grew over time, as assessed by diversity of vocabulary
in freewrites. Reading ability as assessed by teachers using the Level Chinese system also grew.
Lastly, we examined relations between classroom measures of writing and reading, participation
in the texting curriculum, and language proficiency as measured by end-of-year 4Se standardized
assessments of Chinese in the domains of reading, writing, listening and speaking. Classroom
measures of reading predicted proficiency across the four domains of reading, writing, listening
and speaking, while freewriting also predicted reading and writing proficiency. Students in the
v

texting classes had higher proficiency in speaking, suggesting that digital interaction with peers
supported oral communication. Pedagogical implications of the findings will be shared and
discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Over the past fifteen years, there has been tremendous growth in the number of
elementary school Mandarin dual language immersion programs across the United States. While
Chinese dual language immersion programs have existed since the 1980s, recent recognition of
the value of such programs has resulted in state and district-wide initiatives as well as parental
demand for immersion programs. As of 2018, Utah boasted 65 Chinese immersion programs
among more than 224 programs in six languages (Steele et al., 2019). Georgia, Delaware, and
Minnesota have also been at the forefront of establishing one-way world language immersion
programs. Both the New York State Department of Education (NYSED) and the New York City
Board of Education have promoted funding for dual language bilingual education programs,
including both two-way Chinese dual language programs that serve students from Chinese
language and other language backgrounds and one-way programs serving students with no
exposure to Chinese outside of school.
In dual language immersion programs, students receive academic instruction in two
languages. Students in these programs must learn academic content through two languages (the
immersion language or “partner language” and English) while developing oral language and
literacy skills in both languages. A minimum of 50% of instructional hours are spent learning in
each language (Fortune & Tedick, 2003).
The main goals of dual language immersion programs are academic achievement,
bilingualism and biliteracy, and cultural awareness. Many studies have shown the effectiveness
of dual language education in promoting academic achievement for all students. In wellstructured dual language programs, students have been found to perform academically as well as
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or better than their peers in monolingual programs (Collier & Thomas, 2017; “Top Ten,” 2007;
Fortune et al., 2012; Marian et al., 2013, Padilla et al., 2013). This is true for all types of
students: students with special needs enrolled in dual language programs outperform peers with
similar special needs in monolingual programs, as do gifted children, children of varied
socioeconomic backgrounds, and children of varied language backgrounds (Fortune et al., 2012).
Dual language programs have also been found to narrow or close the achievement gap (Collier &
Thomas, 2017).
Additionally, many studies have shown the effectiveness of dual language immersion in
promoting bilingualism and biliteracy as measured by proficiency in the immersion, or partner,
language. This proficiency comes at no expense to the child’s home language (“Top Ten,”
2007). Students who have completed elementary school through grade 5 in Mandarin Chinese
immersion programs have compared favorably in Mandarin Chinese proficiency to students in
Advanced Placement (AP) Chinese courses (Xu et al., 2015). Nationally, students in immersion
outperformed two-thirds of students who started language in middle or high school (Burkhauser
et al., 2016).
Learning to Write in L2 Chinese
Learners of Chinese must cope with an opaque orthography lacking transparent relations
between oral pronunciations and written Chinese characters. According to Foreign Service
Institute of the U.S. Department of State (n.d.), Chinese is a category IV language. The FSI
estimates that it takes speakers of English 2,200 hours to learn as much Chinese as can be
learned in 575-600 hours of study of French or Spanish; that is, three to four times the amount of
time it would take an English speaker to learn French or Spanish. In fact, learning characters may
be the most difficult challenge for L2 learners of Chinese (Everson, 2011). Given this challenge,
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it is essential to find the most time efficient and effective pedagogical approaches to support
literacy development in Chinese. Approaches to writing development that simultaneously
integrate learning of other skills (reading, listening and speaking) are needed.
The Traditional Approach: Learning by Rote Copying of Characters.
Repetitive copying of characters by hand has long been deemed a pedagogically
necessary strategy for L2 learners of Chinese characters (Li, 2015, Tan et al., 2005). It is the
traditional approach to teaching and learning of characters in L1 contexts (Li, 2015), and it has
carried over to teaching Chinese in L2 contexts. Students of L2 Chinese tend to spend 50-60% of
their time solely on repetitive handwriting and memorizing characters (Allen, 2008). Rote
copying of characters may be useful for memorizing the written form of characters, but may not
help student to create connections between the oral forms, usages and meaning of characters. The
amount of time devoted to handwriting characters in L2 classrooms also means that less time is
available for developing oral communication skills, reading comprehension, and expressive
writing abilities (Allen, 2008; Jen & Xu, 2000; Walton & Moore, 1992), and, in immersion
classrooms, subject-area content knowledge.
Multi-Component Approaches to Learning Vocabulary and Characters
More global approaches to learning vocabulary attempt to supplement memorization of
the form of characters (through repetitive hand copying) with various approaches to analyzing
characters and networks of characters (see Wang & McBride, 2016). Wang and McBride (2016)
found that a multi-pronged approach to learning words was effective in L1 Chinese learning.
Tasks for learning vocabulary included exercises which promoted phonological awareness
(through Pinyin practice), morphological awareness (through exploration of radicals and multicharacter words), and orthographic awareness (through character copying). The reading and
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writing skills of Chinese elementary school students who completed the multi-component tasks
were stronger as compared to students who completely only character copying exercises. Multicomponent approaches to learning words can also be found in English classrooms. Word Work is
a multi-component approach to literacy development which is part of the Daily 5, a researchbased approach to learning used in many classrooms (The Daily Cafe, 2022). During Word
Work, students memorize high-frequency words and explore spellings, word patterns, word
families, prefixes and suffixes. It has been proposed that teaching strategies for analyzing and
producing Chinese characters, as opposed to merely copying characters, supports L2 Chinese
writing development (Li, 2015; Shen, 2013).
The Digital Approach to Writing in Chinese
Yet another approach to writing development is based on the proposition that, given the
ubiquity of digital writing in Chinese, learning to hand-write characters is too time-consuming
and is unnecessary for most L2 learners of Chinese (Allen, 2008; He et al., 2008; He, 2022; Ni,
2021). Digital writing in Chinese entails typing the oral version (pronunciation) of a character
using Pinyin, and then identifying and choosing the correct character from a pop-up menu. As
such, digital writing using the Pinyin input system establishes a direct connection between oral
and written language. Digital writing appears to have benefits for learners of Chinese. Students
who learned to write Chinese characters using only the digital approach have shown higher skills
in vocabulary development, reading comprehension, and essay writing in university-aged L2
learners of Chinese as compared to those who learned through traditional handwritten methods
(He et al., 2008; see also Guan et al., 2011). Furthermore, Bourgerie and Cox (2021) found that
students who write ACTFL proficiency tests digitally received proficiency ratings nearly two
sublevels higher than when the same students wrote their tests by hand (i.e., students who were
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rated Intermediate Low on their handwritten essays were scored as Intermediate MidIntermediate High when they completed the test essays using digital Pinyin input). Composition
using digital Pinyin input may support students’ expressive abilities and allow them to more fully
demonstrate their vocabulary knowledge, fluency and abilities in Mandarin writing (Bourgerie &
Cox, 2021). This approach is considered radical by some, who argue that the foundation and
beauty of Chinese language is the Chinese character, and who fear that digital writing may cause
harm to student reading and writing (Tan et al., 2013).
Digital text-based chatting may provide additional benefits to L2 learners beyond
development of writing skills, because it creates an environment that boosts the reciprocal
relationship between written and oral language and provide additional benefits for both writing
and interpersonal skills development, as it combines the interpersonal skills of conversation with
the advantages of writing for immediate reading (Zheng & Warschauer, 2018). As students
communicate with each other in digital chatting, learners co-construct knowledge and learn to
use new vocabulary and more complex language (Peeters, 2018; Zheng & Warschauer, 2018).
Text-based chatting with peers has been shown to improve students’ interactive discourse
competencies including the ability to respond to questions and to take turns, and improves
automaticity at the grammatical and lexical levels, thus enhancing oral fluency (Blake, 2009; Lin
et al., 2013). Some students reported that typing conversations in Chinese helped them with
writing but were technically challenging (Kessler, 2020).
Learning to Compose in L2 Chinese
The approaches discussed until now are focused on learning individual words and
characters. However, the purpose of writing is not merely to accurately transcribe characters and
words. As Lucy Calkins states, the purpose of writing is to compose texts for meaningful
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communication (Heinemann, n.d.). In immersion classrooms, students must learn to write
narrative, opinion, and informational pieces, among other genres, in two languages. Holistic
approaches like freewriting can be used to help students to learn to put their ideas and words
down on paper without concern for accuracy or negative feedback.
Holistic approaches to bilingual writing emphasize that the content of L2 writing may be
more important than mechanics when children are learning to write in a second language
(Beeman & Urow, 2013; Escamilla et al., 2014). These approaches center the meaning-making
processes of writing over accuracy with the understanding that allowing students to use their
entire linguistic repertoire (García, 2013) in writing allows writers to showcase what they are
able to do, and not just what they cannot do. For beginning L2 learners, writing takes a lot of
effort and requires conscious attention to spelling and recalling vocabulary; it may be hard to
generate more detailed content and organization (Jiang, 2012). Lack of automaticity in writing
limits young children’s ability to express themselves in written texts (Guan et al., 2012); while
lack of knowledge of how to write words means that students do not include them in their
writing and may reduce the diversity of vocabulary students employ in writing (McBride, 2015;
Yan et al., 2011). Thus, when writing independently in an L2, students tend to produce shorter
texts with fewer complex ideas (Escamilla et al., 2014). Use of strategies including codeswitching, invented spellings, drawing on home language phonetics to encode in the second
language, and other linguistic strategies does not show that children are confused, but instead are
normal stages of development which demonstrate understanding of the processes of writing and
the ability to transfer skills from one language to another (Escamilla et al., 2014; García, 2013);
Wang et al., 2002).
A Research Agenda for L2 Writing Development
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In spite of the growth in elementary school dual language Chinese immersion programs,
to date most research on U.S.-based dual language immersion education has examined Spanish
and French language programs that make up the vast majority of programs (Wong & Tian,
2022). Research on Chinese as an L2 has as its main subjects language learners at university and
high school level rather than early years immersion. Meanwhile, research on literacy
development in L2 Chinese as an L2 has focused on reading (Polio, 2017) and/or character
writing (Guan et al., 2011, Lin et al, 2010). There is little research in the areas of the
development of writing in two languages (Escamilla et al., 2014), let alone on writing as
composition in Chinese (Guan et al., 2012; Yeung et al., 2017) or on pedagogies and curriculum
for the development of writing in Chinese (Li, 2016).
Polio (2017) proposed a comprehensive research agenda for second language writing
development, which she defined as change over time in language, genre knowledge, text
production processes, metacognitive knowledge and strategy use, and more. Specific areas of
needed research identified by Polio include change over time in genre knowledge and genrespecific text production (including texting and SCMC); how approaches to text production
change as writing skills develops; and dimensions of L2 writing other than accuracy. In line with
Polio’s proposed research agenda, this dissertation aims to investigate, among other things,
writing across three genres: freewriting, or writing for readers, in which students are asked to
write as much as they can in response to a prompt without regard for accuracy; texting with
classmates in small groups, or writing for interpersonal communicative purposes; and writing for
standardized assessments of Chinese.
The Current Studies
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The two studies comprising this dissertation examined several curricular approaches to
developing and measuring Chinese literacy skills. Data were collected during 2018-2019 school
year. In the three years preceding this study, the participating school had adopted new
pedagogical approaches to instruction and assessment of writing and reading skills development.
First, the school was eager to incorporate technology into the classroom and to introduce
innovative approaches to the development of digital writing skills to reduce the time spent
learning characters and to contextualize learning within a meaningful context. To that end, the
school implemented a text messaging, or digital chatting, curriculum in Fall 2018. Next, the
school had adopted the Reading and Writing Workshop instructional model on the English side
of the program and was working to adapt it to the Chinese side. As such, they adopted a practice
of freewriting in Chinese across the school year. It was anticipated that freewriting would
support development of self-expression when writing in Chinese. Lastly, they were among the
first schools to pilot the new Level Chinese platform for reading assessment, and at the time of
this study had been using Level Chinese for two academic years. Level Chinese provides
teachers with a system for matching students with authentic reading materials at the “just-right”
reading level. Levelled texts are available to teachers and students across genres and include
authentic stories, informational texts, fiction and nonfiction books, and more. Reading levels
were assessed three times each school year by teachers trained in using the system.
The studies used curricular outcomes assessment data collected over the entire fourth
grade school year. The fourth grade comprised four classes (70 students total) taught by four
teachers: two teams of one Chinese medium teacher and one English medium teacher. Each team
of teachers was responsible for two of the four fourth grade classes. By fourth grade, many
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students have reached a language proficiency level which allows them to compose meaningful
texts in Chinese, though individual student levels vary widely.
The first study in this dissertation is titled Effects of Text Messaging using Digital Pinyin
Input on Literacy Skills of Elementary School Chinese Immersion Learners. Over eight weeks in
fall 2018, half of the 4th grade classes participated in digital writing via small group texting in
digital chatrooms, while the other half completed word work as usual. The study examined the
effects of participation in the text messaging curriculum as compared to the business-as-usual
curriculum (completing word work exercises) on reading and writing skills at two time periods
(pre- and post-curriculum). Because student freewriting levels differed between texting and
word work groups pre-curriculum, these analyses were conducted on a subsample of 56 students
matched for pre-curriculum reading and writing levels.
The second study, Writing, reading and proficiency in fourth grade Chinese immersion,
explores the writing and reading development of the full sample of 70 students (the whole fourth
grade) over the entire 2018-2019 school year. I examine freewriting and reading levels at three
time points across the year. Specifically, this study includes a deep dive into student freewriting,
seeking to identify how students deploy diverse vocabulary in correct Chinese words along with
other strategies for meaning-making, e.g., Pinyin) in their writing. Next, I explore growth in
writing and reading as measured by classroom measures of freewriting and Level Chinese
reading levels at three time points across the school year. Lastly, the relation between these
classroom-based measures (freewriting and Level Chinese reading levels) and student
proficiency in the four skill areas of reading, writing, listening and speaking as measured by
year-end standardized tests of Chinese, the STAMP 4Se assessments, is investigated. Because
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half of the students participated in the texting curriculum, I also explore the effects of the texting
condition on the STAMP 4Se.
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CHAPTER TWO
Effects of Text Messaging using Digital Pinyin Input on Literacy Skills
of Elementary School Chinese Immersion Learners (Published)1
In this chapter, I provide a reprint of the published, peer-reviewed article presenting
findings from the text-messaging curriculum implemented by the school over eight weeks during
Fall 2018 (Harvey & Brooks, 2022). During the eight weeks of the text messaging curriculum,
half of the fourth grade participated in 16 sessions of texting messaging in small, fixed groups of
peers while the other half continued with the regular word work curriculum. To assess the impact
of text messaging on student writing and reading, I completed between group (texting and word
work) comparisons of pre- and post-curriculum student freewrites and reading levels. Because
student freewriting levels differed between groups pre-curriculum (texting and word work), these
analyses were conducted on a subsample of students matched for pre-curriculum reading and
writing levels. A writing attitudes survey was administered. Lastly, a within group analysis of all
students in the texting condition (N = 34?) examined changes in student texting over the 8 week
curriculum.

1

Material from: Harvey, R. E., & Brooks, P. J. (2022). Effects of text messaging using digital
Pinyin input on literacy skills of elementary school Chinese immersion learners. Language
Teaching Research. https://doi.org/10.1177/13621688221099909
11

Abstract
Children learning Chinese must cope with an opaque orthography lacking transparent relations
between oral pronunciations and written characters––a challenge heightened for L2 learners. Use
of digital Pinyin input may facilitate connections between oral and written language by allowing
learners to access vocabulary they cannot yet write. We assessed the effects of promoting digital
Pinyin writing by engaging students in text messaging in digital chat rooms as part of the 4th
grade Chinese language arts curriculum at an American Chinese immersion school. Students in
two classes engaged in text messaging over eight weeks while a matched group of students in
other classes taught by the same teachers (N = 28 per condition) completed their regular penciland-paper word work, which emphasized morphological and orthographic analysis of meaningand sound-based radicals and sets of related characters. Post-intervention, children who engaged
in text messaging showed lesser gains in Chinese writing as compared to the children who
completed word work, though within texting groups children who did well at texting showed
greater gains in writing as compared to children with lesser success at texting. Given the urgent
need for effective online learning, the findings indicate that care should be taken when
introducing digital Pinyin input into the Chinese language arts curriculum as it should
supplement, but not replace, multi-component word work exercises that promote awareness of
orthographic patterns, meaning, and Pinyin.

Keywords: Chinese immersion, literacy development, freewriting, Pinyin, children, L2
proficiency
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Introduction
Children learning Chinese must cope with an opaque orthography lacking transparent
relations between oral pronunciations and written characters. Acquiring literacy skills in Chinese
is especially difficult for children in foreign language immersion programs who must learn to
read and write in their second language (L2) at the same time as they are developing oral
communication skills in that language. Learning characters may be the most difficult challenge
for L2 learners of Chinese. Allen (2008) reports that students learning Chinese spend 50-60% of
their study time engaged in repetitive hand-writing of characters––the traditional approach to
teaching and learning of characters (Li, 2015), which has carried over to teaching Chinese as a
foreign language. The amount of time devoted to hand-writing characters in L2 classrooms
means less time is available for developing oral communication skills, reading comprehension,
and expressive writing abilities (Jen & Xu, 2000; Walton & Moore, 1992), and, in immersion
classrooms, to subject-area content knowledge. Faced with such a challenging orthographic
system, L2 learners of Chinese may need considerably more years of practice to develop their
language and literacy skills as compared to L2 learners of other languages (U.S. Department of
State, n.d.).
Challenges of Writing in Chinese
Writing is the process of transcribing linguistically encoded ideas into orthographic
representations. According to the simple view of writing (Berninger et al., 2002), writing
consists of two component skills supported by working memory: idea generation (the process of
generating and encoding preverbal ideas into oral language) and transcription (the process of
converting oral language into a text-based, orthographic representation). Yeung et al. (2017)
applied the simple view to Chinese L1 writing and found transcription (i.e., knowledge of stroke
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sequences, “word spelling” or dictation skills, and hand-writing fluency), oral language skills,
and working memory to predict composition skills of Chinese elementary school students. In a
recent meta-analysis, Graham and Eslami (2020) documented independent contributions of
transcription skills, vocabulary knowledge, and oral language abilities to L2 writing ability. This
meta-analysis, however, focused specifically on English as an L2 and did not include studies of
L2 learners of Chinese.
When reading in an alphabetic language, printed words can be “sounded out” according
to the phonological principles of the language. The process differs in Chinese, where internal
oral language is mapped onto meaning-based characters with non-transparent sound-symbol
correspondences. Perfetti et al. (2005) proposed that word representations consist of three
interlocking constituents: orthographic forms, oral pronunciations, and semantic representations,
which must be tightly bound in the memory to enable efficient lexical retrieval. Literacy
instruction in English focuses on strengthening connections between spelling patterns, oral
pronunciations, and word meanings. Rosenthal and Ehri (2008, p. 2) argue that “knowledge of
the orthographic writing system provides a powerful mnemonic device enabling readers to secure
the spellings of specific words to their pronunciations in memory.” Under this view, reading and
writing skills develop in tandem with phonological awareness (Anthony & Francis, 2005).
Guan et al. (2012) emphasize the importance of productivity in writing in Chinese.
Productivity can be operationalized in terms of the total number of words (“tokens”) or the
number of different words (“types”) produced, with additional consideration given to the
frequency of the word types in the language input (Laufer, 1994). In order to compose texts,
students must be able to retrieve words from long-term memory, organize them into meaningful
language and text, recall transcription format and then mechanically transcribe their generated
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ideas. For beginning L2 learners, writing takes a lot of effort and requires conscious attention to
spelling and recalling vocabulary; it may be hard to generate more detailed content and
organization (Jiang, 2012). As L2 learners tend to use considerably fewer word types (especially
low-frequency words) as compared to native speakers (Crossley et al., 2014), focusing on the
diversity of vocabulary is a useful way of measuring productivity.
Whereas some research suggests that phonological awareness contributes to the reading
skills of young L1 (Hulme et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2010) and L2 (Lü, 2017) learners of Chinese,
other research suggests that phonological awareness plays a lesser role in Chinese literacy
acquisition as compared to an alphabetic language like English (Huang & Hanley, 1995; Tan et
al., 2005). Unlike alphabetic languages, which map individual letters and letter combinations
onto phonemes, Chinese characters map directly onto morphemes. Although Chinese characters
may comprise both semantic and phonetic components, phonetic components are often unreliable
and only hint at the pronunciation of the character (Everson, 1994). Thus, if the character and its
pronunciation have not already been memorized, pronunciation is generally inaccessible. For
children learning Chinese, the lack of phonological transparency in the orthographic system
makes strong binding of orthographic, phonological, and semantic constituents difficult to
achieve.
Chinese literacy acquisition is thought to be highly dependent on rote memorization of
characters (Tan et al., 2005). Traditionally, Chinese writing skills are developed through
repetitive copying of characters to facilitate memorization of strokes and stroke order (Li, 2015).
Wang and McBride (2016), however, found that the reading and writing skills of Chinese
elementary school students could be improved by strengthening other components of word-level
representations as well. They found that students who completed exercises promoting
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phonological awareness (through Pinyin practice), morphological awareness (through
exploration of radicals and multi-character words), and orthographic awareness (through
character copying), showed larger gains in word reading and writing as compared to students
who engaged only in character copying.
Pinyin as a Tool for Literacy Instruction
The Hanyu Pinyin Romanization system provides a bridge between oral language and
written characters by representing Chinese phonology through a transparent alphabetic
orthography, lessening the distance between oral and written language (Jen & Xu, 2000). Pinyin
is often used in Chinese L1 elementary schools as a tool to teach children new characters and to
facilitate self-expression in writing before they have command of the characters required for
such writing (Ge et al., 2012). Pinyin knowledge has been shown to predict reading abilities of
Chinese elementary school children (Siok & Fletcher, 2001). Everson (1994) recommended that
L2 learners of Chinese receive “a firm grounding in the spoken language via [Pinyin]
Romanization” (p. 7) to facilitate learning of oral language before beginning character
instruction. Pinyin may be particularly helpful for students enrolled in Chinese immersion
programs whose L1 background is English or another alphabetic language (Lo et al., 2018), who
already understand the process of sounding out words. These same skills underlie the use of
Pinyin (Yeung et al., 2017).
Pinyin Use in Digital Writing
Pinyin is also the tool of choice in the digital realm. Approximately 90% of teenagers in
China use Pinyin input to type documents and communicate with friends through online
messaging systems (Chen et al., 2016). When writing via digital Pinyin input, writers first
generate their message in oral language, then transcribe their ideas by using the keyboard to type
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in alphabetically-based Pinyin. The final step is to choose the correct character (or characters, for
multi-character words) from a pop-up menu. For L2 learners of Chinese, using digital Pinyin
input as a means of accessing Chinese characters has the potential to help strengthen the quality
of lexical representations and build connections between Chinese phonology, orthography, and
semantics, while also reducing the demands on working memory of hand-written transcription
(Jen & Xu, 2000).
Although digital Pinyin input is critical for typing and online communication, concerns
have been raised about its usage. In a study of Chinese elementary school students, use of Pinyin
input was found to correlate negatively with reading scores, potentially exacerbating fears that
computer usage “may conflict with the traditional learning processes for written Chinese” (Tan
et al., 2013, p. 1119). However, in a study of L1 high school learners digital Pinyin input was
found to strengthen semantic-phonological connections with no harm to semantic-orthographic
connections (Chen et al., 2016).
Moreover, in a study of American university students in their first year of studying
Chinese as an L2 (He et al., 2008), students who learned to write in Chinese using only digital
Pinyin input outperformed peers who were taught using more traditional approaches on measures
of vocabulary, reading comprehension, and essay writing. Guan et al. (2011) found that, for adult
L2 learners of Chinese, practice in digital Pinyin input strengthened phonological representations
and connections between orthography and phonology, and between phonology and semantics,
while hand-writing tasks strengthened connections between orthography and semantics. They
concluded that both hand-writing and digital Pinyin input may be necessary for developing
literacy in Chinese as an L2.
The Current Study
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The current study investigated effects of introducing digital texting using the Pinyin input
system to 4th grade students enrolled in an urban dual language English-Chinese immersion
elementary school program in the 2018-2019 academic year. We explored whether engaging
these L2 learners of Chinese in text messaging in small group discussions would improve their
literacy skills. Texting with classmates provided a meaningful context and motivation for
students to use digital Pinyin input to access oral language for purposes of written
communication, potentially strengthening connections between oral and written language (Jen &
Xu, 2000) and between phonology, orthography, and semantics (Chen et al., 2016; Guan et al.,
2011). We hypothesized that digital Pinyin input might simplify the transcription process for
young learners of Chinese, enabling them to access words they can speak but cannot yet write in
characters (Ge et al., 2012). As a comparison, we examined the performance of students in
classes that completed their usual pencil-and-paper word work during the same class period (i.e.,
no adjustments were made to the curriculum in these classes). The word work exercises included
repetitive handwriting, Pinyin practice, and morphological analysis (e.g., identifying a radical,
creating a word web of related characters), similar to the copying, Pinyin, and morphological
awareness tasks which have been found to support the literacy development of L1 Chinese
children (Wang & McBride, 2016).
Our research questions explore the effects of the texting intervention in three ways. We
start by comparing matched groups of students in the texting and word work conditions on their
post-intervention freewriting and reading levels. The specific research question and analytic plan
for the between groups comparisons were as follows:
1. Does introducing digital writing using the Pinyin input system affect students’
freewriting and reading abilities? We used multiple regression analysis to examine effects
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of the intervention on the diversity of Chinese vocabulary and the total amount of
Chinese words produced in post-intervention freewrite papers and reading levels, while
also considering effects of pre-intervention reading levels and writing abilities and the
instructor.
Next, we turn to focus on all the students in the texting condition and explore individual
differences in their texting output. For these within group analyses of the texting condition, the
research questions and analytic plan were as follows:
2. Was students’ texting output at the start of the intervention related to their (preintervention) reading levels and/or freewriting abilities? We used multiple regression
analysis to examine factors associated with the diversity of Chinese vocabulary and the
average number of words produced in texting sessions during the first two weeks of the
intervention.
3. For students in the texting classrooms, did the amount of texting change over the course
of the intervention? We ran preliminary correlational analyses to find out whether
students who produced more texting output at the start of the intervention continued to
produce more output than their peers as the texting sessions progressed. We then used
repeated-measures ANOVA to find out whether the diversity of Chinese vocabulary and
average number of words produced in texting sessions increased over time.
4. For students in the texting classrooms, was texting output related to Chinese word use in
post-intervention freewrites? We used multiple regression analysis to examine whether
the diversity of Chinese vocabulary in texting at the end of the intervention predicted use
of Chinese vocabulary in post-intervention freewriting, after controlling for preintervention reading levels and writing abilities and the instructor.
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Finally, we explore student writing attitudes in relation to the intervention.
5. Does engagement in texting with peers affect students’ attitudes towards writing in
Chinese? For the between groups analysis, we used multiple regression analysis to
examine effects of the intervention on the Chinese writing attitudes, along with effects of
pre-intervention reading levels and writing abilities and the instructor. We then examined
the attitudes of the students within the texting condition, using correlational analyses to
explore whether students who were more successful in producing texting messages had
more positive attitudes about writing in Chinese than their classmates who produced less
texting output.
Method
Participants
Participants were 70 nine- to ten-year-old children comprising the entire 4th grade at an
urban Mandarin Chinese immersion public charter school in the mid-Atlantic region of the U.S.
The vast majority of students (~96%) at the school are L2 learners of Chinese with no Chinese
language background. School demographic information identified the population as 37% Black
Non-Hispanic, 29% White Non-Hispanic, 17% Multiracial, 11% Asian, and 6% Hispanic/Latino.
Information about ethnicity at the level of individual students in the study was not provided by
the school. All the children had spent at least three years in a Chinese immersion classroom and
most had five years of in-school Chinese exposure. In preschool (PreK-3 and PreK-4, 100%
Chinese immersion), children were introduced to Chinese characters through read-aloud and a
Chinese print-rich environment. More intentional literacy instruction started in Kindergarten,
when children began spending alternate days learning content in English or Chinese. The Pinyin
Romanization system was introduced in 2nd and 3rd grade.
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The data for the current study were collected from September 2018 to March 2019 for
purposes of curriculum outcomes assessment. The research protocol was approved by the
university IRB and classified as exempt. Four 4th grade classes taught by two teams of teachers
participated in the study. Each team comprised one Chinese immersion teacher and one English
medium teacher; students moved between the English and Chinese teachers’ classrooms on
alternate days. One class taught by each Chinese immersion teacher engaged in digital writing
via text messaging; the teacher’s other class completed hand-written word work as usual and did
not engage in texting. For scheduling purposes, word work and texting sessions took place
during the same class period each day; therefore, there were the same number of texting and
word work sessions. Students in the texting classes did not complete word work during the
intervention period, but resumed afterwards. The teachers chose which of their two classes
would engage in texting and which class would be taught business as usual.
Measures
Table 1 shows the scope and schedule of assessments used in the project.
Table 1
Schedule of Assessments
Dates

Assessment

September (Pre-Intervention)

Chinese Reading Levels

September (Pre-Intervention)

Freewrite

September-December
(16 sessions, two per week for eight weeks)

Texting or Word Work Exercises

December (Post-Intervention)

Freewrite

March (Post-Intervention)

Writing Attitudes Survey

March (Post-Intervention)

Chinese Reading Levels
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Intervention: Text Messaging in Digital Group Chat
The texting intervention engaged students in text messaging with classmates in digital
group chats. Within each of the two texting classes, students were randomly assigned to texting
groups of three to five students which remained static throughout the texting intervention. The
texting sessions used the web-based platform Backchannelchat.com installed on Google
Chromebooks. Texting sessions took place twice per week for eight weeks from late September
to mid-December (i.e., 16 texting sessions in total, each of 15 to 20 minutes duration). Prior to
the first session, the teacher introduced students to Backchannelchat.com and gave students an
opportunity to practice logging on and text messaging online using digital Pinyin input. Before
each session, teachers and students reviewed texting etiquette and communication skills,
including strategies for starting and maintaining conversations, asking questions and
commenting on their classmates’ statements, and brainstorming ways to formulate utterances
when they were unsure of needed structures or vocabulary. The teachers provided prompts
related to class themes and students’ daily lives for each texting conversation (see Appendix A).
During texting sessions, teachers remained available as a resource and occasionally intervened to
keep students on task.
Pencil-and-Paper Word Work
Students in the other two classrooms taught by the same instructors completed penciland-paper word work as usual; see Figure 1 for examples. Word work is an activity that students
have completed in both Chinese and English classrooms starting in 1st grade. Students worked
individually on worksheets with minimal direct involvement of the teacher; word work was
checked for completion. In 4th grade classes, word work consisted of a series of exercises
organized around a single Chinese character, including most or all of the following:
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Counting strokes and identifying radical
Drawing a picture of the meaning of the character
Writing the character repetitively (8+ times)
Creating a “word web” of words that can be built from the character
Drawing pictures of two homophones (同音字)
Making sentences with the characters.

Example 1, page 1: stroke order, count
strokes, identify radical, Pinyin practice,
repetitive character writing, character word
web, list/name homophones

Example 1, page 2: writing sentences using
the new character
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Example 2, page 1: stroke order, Pinyin
Example 2, page 2: answering questions using
practice, repetitive character writing, character the new character
word web, list/name homophones
Figure 1. Two examples of word work completed by 4th grade students.
Freewrite Exercises
All students in the texting and word work classrooms completed freewriting in Chinese,
in which they were encouraged to write as much as possible in response to a teacher-provided
prompt without concern for accuracy. Prompts were similar to those used for the texting
sessions. Teachers encouraged students to use a combination of Chinese characters, Pinyin, and
pictures as needed to maximize self-expression; see Figure 2 for two examples of completed
freewriting papers. The pre-intervention freewrite was completed in September just prior to the
intervention, and the post-intervention was completed in December just after the completion of
the texting intervention.

Pre-intervention freewrite
Prompt: My summer vacation

Post-intervention freewrite
Prompt: A perfect day

Figure 2. Examples of pre- and post-intervention freewrites completed by a 4th grade student.
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Reading Levels
Student reading levels were assessed by teachers in September and in March using the
Chinese reading program Level Chinese (Level Chinese, 2016), a system for assessing reading
levels in Chinese designed to be similar to the Fountas & Pinnell system of graded reading levels
in English. The school has used this system for several years. Level Chinese maps student
reading materials onto 20 levels from A to T (at the time of this study) in accordance with
performance descriptors developed by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL, 2015). For analysis purposes, students’ Chinese reading levels (A-T) were
transformed into numerical values (i.e., A = 1, B = 2, etc.). Average reading levels were between
F and G at the start of the intervention (range D to I, or 4 to 9 in the numerical values used for
analysis). According to the Level Chinese mapping system (Level Chinese, 2016), level D maps
to the Novice High ACTFL sublevel, while level I maps to the Intermediate Mid sublevel. The
average reading level (F to G) of participants in this study mapped to ACTFL sublevel
Intermediate Low.
Writing Attitudes
We developed a brief questionnaire to assess attitudes towards writing in Chinese and in
English, adapting items from an existing English-language measure (Graham et al., 2012). The
questionnaire comprised 12 items, six for Chinese and six for English. We included items
measuring attitudes towards both Chinese and English because students in the immersion
program are learning to write in both languages. Each item was written as a short affirmative
statement of 5-10 words in language suitable for elementary school students (e.g., “Writing in
Chinese is fun”, “I am good at writing in Chinese”). Response choices, representing a 5-point
Likert scale, were in the form of five colorful emojis ranging from a very unhappy face (score =
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–2) to neutral face (score = 0) to a very happy face (score = 2). Students were instructed to
choose responses based on the strength of their feelings and attitudes towards each item. This
paper-and-pencil questionnaire was administered in English in early March. Internal consistency
was good (Cronbach’s α = .91 for Chinese writing attitudes, α = .80 for English writing
attitudes). For each language, we averaged ratings across the six items to obtain mean scores for
Chinese and English writing attitudes. Two students (one in the texting condition and one in the
word work condition) were absent the day the questionnaire was administered; these students
were dropped from analyses involving this measure.
Data Coding
Text session transcripts were downloaded from Backchannelchat.com. Pre- and postintervention hand-written freewriting papers and texting session transcripts were prepared in
CHAT transcription format for analysis using CLAN software (MacWhinney, 2000). Because
there are no spaces between words in written Chinese, we added spaces between words to make
the transcripts readable by the CLAN software. Spaces were inserted based on natural word
boundaries (i.e., conventional meanings of compounds) or units of meaning (Richards, 1987),
with particles treated as word parts as opposed to separate words. We also annotated use of
Pinyin, English, homophone substitutions, and pictures; see Excerpt (1) for an example of a
portion of a transcript (note: TCR = teacher; S1M, S1F, S2M, S2F = individual students). In
Excerpt 1, students were discussing their use of Chinese names. On line 26 of the transcript
(*S2M: 为什么@z:hom 我看见了两个 S2Fs@s:eng$n 和二个 S2F@z:pin?), the student S2M
wrote his classmate’s name twice in English (annotated as “S2Fs@s:eng$n”) and twice in Pinyin
(annotated as “S2F@z:pin”). This line also contains a homophone substitution 威慑么 [wēishè
me, meaning deterrence + question particle] for the correct characters, 为什么 [wéishénme,
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why]. In order to accurately count word types and tokens, the homophonic character was
replaced by the intended (correct) characters in the text line and coded with the appendix
@z:hom (here, 为什么@z:hom)!and the original, homophonic characters written by the student
were noted in a comment directly below the text. The category of homophone substitution
included both true homophones and characters with similar but incorrect pronunciations when
the intended meaning was clear. An example of the latter is S2M’sf use of 几道 [jīdào, a few]
for 知道 [zhīdào, to know].
After converting transcripts to CHAT format, we used the FREQ command in CLAN to
calculate Chinese word types and tokens in each freewrite paper and texting session. The CLAN
manual (MacWhinney, 2000) defines types as the total number of unique words used by the
speaker and tokens as the total number of words used by the same speaker.
Excerpt (1)
@Date:
06-DEC-2018
*TCR: XX班, 你们好!
*TCR: 今天 是 2018年 12月 6日, 星期四.
*TCR: 在 学校里, 你 最 喜欢的 时间 是 什么 时候?
*TCR: 为什么?
*S1M: 课间话动.
*S1M: ??????????????????????????????????????
*S1M: 你好????????????????????????
*S1M: !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
*S1F: 我 最 喜欢的 时间 是 读书.
*S2M: 我 最 喜欢的 时候 在 教室里 是, 第二 课间活动@z:hom 因为 我们 可以 玩 在
外面 很长.
@Comment: 课间后动 should be 课间活动@z:hom
*S2F: 在 学校里, 我 最 喜欢的 时间 是 美术课 因为 美术课 是 一个 好 放松的
时间.
*S2F: 你好.
*S1F: ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
*S2M: 你们的 最 喜欢的@z:hom 东西 是 什么@z:hom?
@Comment: 使唤的 should be 喜欢的@z:hom; 社么 should be 什么@z:hom
*S2F: 我的 名字 是 S2F.
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*S2M: 你们 看见 什么@z:hom 在 你们的 家里.
@Comment: 色哦 should be 什么@z:hom
*S2F: 你的 中文 名字 是 什么?
*S2F: 不 看.
*S1F: S2F@s:eng.
*S2F: 你们好, 我好.
*S1F: S2F/S2M/S1M@s:eng?
*S2F: 你们 喜欢 我 吗.
*S2M: 为什么@z:hom 我 看见了 两个 S2F's@s:eng$n 和 二个 TCR@z:pin?
@Comment: 威慑么 should be 为什么@z:hom
*S1F: 你们 喜欢 你.
*S2M: 你们 知道@z:hom 他们 是 谁!
@Comment: 几道 should be 知道@z:hom
*S2F: 再见.
*S2M: 再见 hackers@s:eng!
In the analyses reported below, we measured writing output using the number of different
Chinese word types as the primary indicator. In cases where there were differences between
results for word types vs. tokens, we report both measures. We chose to analyze word types as
opposed to the composite type-token ratio because we were interested in the volume of writing
as well as the diversity of vocabulary. Type-token ratio is negatively associated with the number
of tokens (Richards, 1987). That is to say, when a child writes more, it may appear that the
diversity of their vocabulary has been reduced.
Matched Samples
At the start of the intervention, there were 34 students in the texting classrooms and 36 in
the business-as-usual word work classrooms. Of these students, nine students were missing one
of the freewriting assessments: One student from the texting condition was missing the preintervention freewrite and eight students (one from the texting condition; seven from the word
work condition) were missing the post-intervention freewrite. As preliminary analyses, we
compared the pretest writing output of the remaining students (32 in the texting condition, 29 in
the word work condition) using independent t-tests. For all t-tests reported, we used variance
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ratio tests to determine whether the t-test for groups with equal or unequal variance was
appropriate. In all analyses, p-values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
On the pre-intervention freewrite, the two conditions differed in Chinese word types,
t(59) = 2.27, p = .027, Cohen’s d = .58. That is, the students in the texting condition produced
fewer unique Chinese words (M = 28.2, SD = 13.0) than students in the word work condition (M
= 21.4, SD = 10.3) in their handwritten papers prior to the intervention. Because the two
randomly selected groups appeared to be significantly different in their writing abilities at the
outset of the intervention, we matched students in the two conditions prior to the analysis of the
post-intervention results. The use of matched samples was applied to answer research question 1
and the between-groups analysis for research question 5. Students were matched on preintervention Chinese freewriting (word types and tokens), pre-intervention Chinese reading
levels, gender, and instructor. The matched sample comprised 56 children, with 16 boys and 12
girls in the texting condition and 15 boys and 13 girls in the word work condition. One teacher
taught 30 of the children (15 students in both texting and word work classes) whereas the other
teacher taught 26 of the children (13 students in both texting and word work classes).
In order to maximize statistical power for analyses of texting output, we included all of
the students in the texting condition (20 boys, 14 girls) to address questions about changes in
their texting messaging over time and text messaging in relation to other measures. This applied
to research questions 2 to 4, and to the within-group analysis for research question 5.
Results
The results section focuses first on comparisons between the texting and word work
conditions, and then turns to examine individual differences among students within the texting
condition. Finally, we compare writing attitudes between the texting and word work conditions
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and in relation to student output within the texting condition. All analyses were conducted using
IBM SPSS Statistics 28.
Table 2 presents descriptives and preliminary t-test comparisons of the matched samples
of children in texting and word work conditions.
Table 2
Mean scores on pre-/post-intervention assessments and preliminary t-tests comparing
intervention conditions (matched groups). N = 28 in texting and word work conditions, except
where noted.
Intervention Condition
Task

Time

Texting
M (SD)

Word Work
M (SD)

t-test, p-value

Freewrite
(Chinese types)

Pre

22.9 (10.1)

26.9 (11.1)

t(54) = –1.40,
p = .168, d = .37

Post

34.0 (15.2)

48.9 (24.1)

t(45.5) = –2.76,
p = .008, d = .74

Pre

40.6 (23.8)

44.6 (23.2)

t(54) = –0.65,
p = .520, d = .17

Post

63.2 (34.2)

95.2 (54.6)

t(45.3) = –2.63,
p = .012, d = .70

Pre

6.5 (1.2)

6.6 (1.1)

t(54) = –0.34,
p = .732, d = .09

Post

7.1 (1.0)

7.3 (1.3)

t(54) = –0.58,
p = .566, d = .15

Chinese Writing
Attitudes

Post

0.1 (1.0)
N = 27
(16 boys, 11 girls)

0.5 (1.0)
N = 27
(14 boys, 13 girls)

t(52) = –1.27,
p = .209, d = .35

English Writing
Attitudes

Post

1.2 (0.3)
N = 27
(16 boys, 11 girls)

1.1 (0.6)
N = 27
(14 boys, 13 girls)

t(52) = 0.38,
p = .709, d = –.10

Freewrite
(Chinese tokens)

Chinese Reading
Level

Note: Freewrite types and tokens are word counts; Chinese reading levels (A-T) were
transformed into numerical values (average scores were at levels F-G); writing attitudes used a
Likert scale ranging from –2 to +2 indicating self-efficacy in Chinese and English writing.
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All variables were normally distributed; skewness ≤ 1.4, kurtosis ≤ 1.7. Highest skew and
kurtosis were observed for Chinese tokens in pre-intervention freewrites. All other values of
skewness were ≤ 1.4; values of kurtosis were ≤ 1.0. Numbers of Chinese word types and tokens
in the freewrites were very highly correlated: for the pre-intervention freewrite, r(54) = .93, p <
.001; for the post-intervention freewrite, r(54) = .96, p < .001.
Effects of the Texting Intervention on Literacy Skills
Research question 1 asked whether the texting intervention had an effect on students’
freewriting abilities and reading levels. We used multiple regression analysis to examine effects
of the intervention while also considering effects of pre-intervention Chinese reading levels and
writing abilities and the instructor. We chose multiple regression over ANCOVA because it
allowed us to determine the extent to which pre-intervention reading and writing abilities
predicted post-intervention gains. Note that multiple regression and ANCOVA models yielded
essentially the same finding; that is, a significant effect of intervention condition in the
regression model appeared as an interaction between time (pre/post) and intervention condition
in the corresponding ANCOVA. Because students were nested in classes taught by one of two
instructors, instructor was entered as a fixed effect (2 levels) in all of the models. Preliminary ttest comparisons indicated that children taught by the two instructors did not differ in their preintervention Chinese reading levels, t(54) = –1.09, p = .282, d = –.29, but differed in their preintervention writing output (for Chinese word types, t(54) = 2.11, p = .039, d = .57, for Chinese
word tokens, t(54) = 2.16, p = .035, d = .58). That is, children taught by one of the instructors
tended to generate longer freewriting papers with more diverse vocabulary prior to the
intervention.
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Each of the variables entered into the regression models was expected to exhibit a linear
relation with the outcome measure. Although two of the variables, pre-intervention reading
levels and Chinese word types in freewriting, were moderately correlated, r(54) = .53, p < .001,
collinearity diagnostics were acceptable across models (variance inflation factors were ≤ 1.78
and tolerance values were ≥ 0.56). Observations of probability-probability plots indicated that
assumptions of normality (homoscedasticity and multivariate normality of residuals) were met
(Field, 2009).
Freewriting in Chinese. The first set of analyses asked: Does introducing digital writing
using the Pinyin input system affect students’ freewriting abilities? The dependent variable was
the number of Chinese word types (unique words) produced in the post-intervention freewrites.
The following variables were used as predictors: intervention condition, pre-intervention Chinese
reading levels, the number of Chinese word types in the pre-intervention freewrite, and the
instructor. The regression model was statistically significant, F(4, 51) = 15.80, p < .001, R2 = .55,
see
Table 3 (top panel) for summary statistics. Counter to the hypothesis that digital Pinyin
input would facilitate development of writing skills, participation in the texting intervention was
negatively associated with the diversity of Chinese vocabulary produced in the post-intervention
freewrites. In addition to the effect of condition, the number of Chinese word types in postintervention freewriting was predicted by students’ pre-intervention reading levels and with the
number of Chinese word types in their pre-intervention freewrites. The effect of the instructor
was not significant.
Table 3
Multiple regression models predicting post-intervention Chinese freewriting (types, tokens) and
Chinese reading levels. N = 28 in texting and word work conditions
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Outcome measure

Predictors

Chinese word types
(post-intervention)

Chinese word tokens
(post-intervention)

Chinese reading levels
(post-intervention)

ß

t(51)

p

Intervention condition

–.27

–2.86

.006

Chinese reading level (pre-intervention)

.43

3.61

< .001

Chinese word types (pre-intervention)

.31

2.45

.018

Instructor

.15

1.45

.154

Intervention condition

–.29

–2.90

.006

Chinese reading level (pre-intervention)

.37

3.17

.003

Chinese word tokens (pre-intervention)

.31

2.53

.014

Instructor

.24

2.15

.036

Intervention condition

.00

0.00

.997

Chinese reading level (pre-intervention)

.69

7.55

< .001

Chinese word types (pre-intervention)

.25

2.58

.013

Instructor

–.16

–2.01

.050

To confirm the results, we conducted a second regression analysis using Chinese word
tokens (total amount of words) in post-intervention freewriting as the outcome variable. This
analysis yielded similar findings, see
Table 3 (middle panel) for summary statistics. The overall model was significant, F(4,
51) = 11.96, p < .001, R2 = .48. Participation in the texting intervention was negatively associated
with the number of Chinese word tokens in the post-intervention freewrites. The number of
Chinese word tokens in post-intervention freewriting was associated with students’ preintervention reading levels and with the number of Chinese word tokens in their pre-intervention
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freewrites. In addition, the effect of instructor was significant: students taught by one of the
teachers showed larger gains in the length of their Chinese freewrites than students taught by the
other teacher.
Reading Levels. The next regression model asked Does introducing digital writing using
the Pinyin input system affect students’ reading abilities? The predictor variables were
intervention condition, pre-intervention Chinese reading levels, numbers of Chinese word types
in the pre-intervention freewrites, and the instructor. The overall model was significant, F(4, 51)
= 35.69, p < .001, R2 = .74, see
Table 3 (bottom panel) for summary statistics. The results indicated that there was no
effect of the texting intervention on Chinese reading levels. Post-intervention reading levels were
predicted by students’ pre-intervention reading levels, their pre-intervention Chinese freewrites
(word types), and their instructor. Students taught by one of the teachers made larger gains in
reading than students taught by the other teacher; note that this was not the same teacher as the
one whose students made larger gains in writing.
Within the Texting Condition
To understand possible benefits of texting, it is important to understand predictors of
success in texting, individual differences in texting, and effects of texting on writing. Research
questions 2 to 4 explored these issues. To maximize statistical power, we included all of the
students in the texting classrooms (N = 34) to the extent possible; in cases where a student was
missing data (e.g., one student was missing the pre-intervention freewrite), the student was
dropped from the corresponding analysis.
The texting curriculum had 16 chat room sessions distributed over the 8-week
intervention. To minimize missing data due to student absences, we grouped the 16 sessions into
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four periods (prompts 1-4, 5-8, 9-12, 13-16) and averaged across the four prompts within each
period to calculate a rate per session. Table 4 presents the average numbers of Chinese word
types and word tokens produced per session across the four periods, and the range of texting
output per session. For Chinese word types, all values of skewness ≤ .3, kurtosis ≤ 1.1. For
Chinese word tokens, Period 2 showed skewness = 3.4, kurtosis = 15.6; all other values of
skewness ≤ 1.0, kurtosis ≤ 2.0.
Table 4
Means (SD) and range of Chinese word types and tokens produced per texting session in Period
1 (September), Period 2 (October), Period 3 (November) and Period 4 (December) (N = 34)
Period 1:
September

Period 2:
October

Period 3:
November

Period 4:
December

Types

12.9 (4.9)
range = 3.5–24.2

14.2 (5.5)
range = 4.0–26.8

13.2 (5.7)
range = 3.8–24.0

14.2 (5.3)
range = 5.0–22.8

Tokens

30.7 (16.1)
range = 6.5–83.5

34.6 (26.6)
34.6 (26.6)
range = 9.0–161.5 range = 5.0–71.2

38.0 (23.1)
range = 7.3–98.5

Predictors of Texting Output. Our second research question asked, Was students’
texting output at the start of the intervention was related to their (pre-intervention) reading
levels and/or freewriting abilities? To answer this question, we applied a multiple regression
model. The dependent variable was the average number of Chinese word types (different words)
used in Period 1 texting sessions. The predictors were students’ pre-intervention Chinese reading
levels, numbers of Chinese word types in pre-intervention freewrites, and the instructor.
Collinearity diagnostics were acceptable (variance inflation factors were ≤ 1.57 and tolerance
values were ≥ 0.64); observations of probability–probability plots indicated that assumptions of
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normality were met. The overall model was significant, F(3, 29) = 7.43, p < .001, R2 = .44.
Chinese word types in Period 1 texting sessions were predicted by pre-intervention reading
levels, ß = .73, t(29) = 4.17, p < .001, but not by the number of Chinese word types in preintervention freewrites, ß = –.13, t(29) = – 0.79, p = .438. The effect of the instructor was also
not significant, ß = –.06, t(29) = –0.38, p = 707. That is, texting output at the start of the
intervention was associated with students’ Chinese reading levels as opposed to their preintervention freewriting abilities or their teacher.
Changes in Texting Over Time. The third research question asked, For students in the
texting classrooms, did the amount of texting change over the course of the intervention? As a
preliminary analysis, we ran zero-order correlations examining individual students’ Chinese
texting output over the four periods (September to December). The numbers of Chinese word
types produced across Periods 1 to 4 were strongly correlated (all r’s (32) ≥ .70, p’s < .001) as
were the number of Chinese word tokens (all r’s (32) ≥ .56, p’s < .001). This suggests that
individual differences in texting output (Chinese word types and tokens) were largely stable over
time. Students who texted more at the start of the intervention continued to produce more texting
output over subsequent periods.
To examine change over time, we used a repeated-measures ANOVA with time entered
the repeated measure (Period 1, 2, 3, 4), and instructor entered as a between-subjects factor. For
Chinese word types (different words) there was no significant effect of time, F(3, 96) = 1.97, p =
.123, partial η2 = .058, no effect of instructor, F(1, 32) = 0.03, p = .856, partial η2 = .001, and no
interaction of instructor by time, F(3, 96) = 2.54, p = .061, partial η2 = .073. In contrast, for
Chinese word tokens (total words), there was a significant increase in texting output over time,
F(3, 96) = 3.86, p = .012, partial η2 = .108. Although there was no main effect of instructor, F(1,
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32) = 1.51, p = .228, partial η2 = .045, there was a significant interaction of instructor by time,
F(3, 96) = 4.88, p = .003, partial η2 = .132. The interaction indicates that students taught by one
of the teachers made larger gains in their texting output (total words) than students taught by the
other teacher.
Texting Output and Post-Intervention Freewrites. The fourth research question asked,
For students in the texting classrooms, was texting output related to Chinese word use in postintervention freewrites? To answer this question, we used Chinese word types in Period 4 texting
sessions as a predictor of Chinese word types in post-intervention freewrites in a multiple
regression model. The other predictors were Chinese word types in pre-intervention freewrites,
pre-intervention reading levels, and instructor entered as a fixed effect. Collinearity diagnostics
were acceptable (variance inflation factors were ≤ 2.23 and tolerance values were ≥ 0.45).
Observations of probability–probability plots indicated that assumptions of normality
(homoscedasticity and multivariate normality of residuals) were met.
The regression model was significant, F(4, 27) = 14.56, p < .001, R2 = .68. The average
number of Chinese word types produced in the Period 4 texting sessions, ß = .32, t(27) = 2.48, p
= .025 predicted the number of Chinese word types in the students’ post-intervention freewrites,
as did Chinese word types in the pre-intervention freewrite, ß = .33, t(27) = 2.37, p = .012, and
pre-intervention reading levels, ß = .43, t(27) = 2.67, p = .012. There was no significant effect of
instructor, ß = .07, t(27) = 0.52, p = .61. That is, for students in the texting classes, digital writing
output was a predictor of the number of Chinese word types in their hand-written freewrites at
the end of the intervention. Students who produced more diverse Chinese vocabulary in Period 4
texting sessions showed larger gains in Chinese word types in their post-intervention freewrites.
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This held after controlling for significant effects of pre-intervention reading and writing abilities
on post-intervention freewriting.
Writing Attitudes and Texting
Our final research question asked, Does engagement in texting with peers affect students’
attitudes towards writing? As preliminary analyses, we compared writing attitudes in Chinese
and English. Although writing attitudes were moderately correlated across languages, r(52) =
.64, p < .001, students expressed considerably more positive beliefs about writing in English
(e.g., “is fun”, “is easy”, “I’m good at it”) than about writing in Chinese, t(53) = –8.11, p < .001,
d = 1.10.
We examined the effect of the intervention on writing attitudes in Chinese using a
multiple regression model. Additional predictors were Chinese word types in pre-intervention
freewrites, pre-intervention reading levels, and instructor entered as a fixed effect. Collinearity
diagnostics were acceptable (variance inflation factors were ≤ 1.73 and tolerance values were ≥
0.58). Assumptions of normality were met.
The regression model was significant, F(4, 49) = 4.41, p = .004, R2 = .26. Attitudes
toward writing in Chinese did not differ for children in texting and word work conditions , ß = –
.15, t(49) = –1.17, p = .247. Writing attitudes were associated with pre-intervention reading
levels, ß = .37, t(49) = 2.37, p = .022, but not by Chinese word types in the pre-intervention
freewrite, ß = –.10, t(49) = –0.63, p = .531. There was also a significant effect of instructor, ß = –
.47, t(49) = –3.39, p = .001. These results indicated that students who participated in texting had
similar attitudes towards writing as the matched group of students in the word work condition.
Reading levels as opposed to writing ability predicted writing attitudes.
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However, when we examined variation in Chinese writing attitudes among students in the
texting condition as a function of their texting output, we found that Chinese writing attitudes
correlated positively with Chinese word types in Period 4 texting sessions, r(30) = .53, p = .002.
This correlation remained significant after controlling for pre-intervention reading levels, r
partial (29) = .47, p = .008, suggesting that proficiency in digital writing was associated with
more positive attitudes towards Chinese writing.
Discussion
This study investigated effects of introducing a text messaging intervention using digital
Pinyin input as a component of the 4th grade Chinese language arts instruction at a Chinese
immersion school in the U.S. Students in two classrooms participated in 16 small-group text
messaging sessions over eight weeks, in which they discussed teacher prompts as they conversed
in Chinese with peers in online chat rooms. As a comparison group, students in two other
classrooms taught by the same teachers completed business-as-usual hand-written word work
during the same class period, with each word work session focusing on a specific character, its
components, and uses. Pre- and post-intervention, students in both groups completed freewriting
papers as part of their regular curriculum. Chinese reading levels were assessed pre- and postintervention using Level Chinese assessments (Level Chinese, 2016), and a writing attitudes
survey was administered to students post-intervention. In addition to examining growth in
literacy skills, we examined changes in texting output over time and individual differences in
texting output, and explored whether texting output was related to students’ freewriting abilities
pre- and post-intervention.
Texting and Word Work in Relation to Literacy Skills
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We first compared the literacy skills of students who participated in texting sessions with
a matched group of students who completed word work, and found that students who engaged in
text messaging showed less growth in their Chinese freewriting abilities than those who
completed word work activities. We also found no evidence that engaging in text messaging with
peers, as opposed to word work, improved students’ ability to decode characters as measured by
their Chinese reading levels. These findings run counter to the hypothesis that digital Pinyin
usage in texting strengthens reading and writing skills of young L2 Chinese learners. The lack of
benefit of digital Pinyin might be due to students’ insufficient knowledge of accurate
pronunciations of Chinese vocabulary, as evidenced by choice of “homophones” that
approximated the pronunciation of target words (e.g., 民自 substituted for 名字: “minzi” for
“mingzi”), or insufficient knowledge or attention to characters as evidenced in choices of true
homophones (e.g., 名子 substituted for 名字: both “mingzi” in Pinyin). Such errors have been
observed in studies of L2 college learners (Jen & Xu, 2000), and reflect the difficulty of
connecting Chinese oral language with the orthography. The 4th grade students in the current
study may have had inadequate prior training in Pinyin spelling in connection to oral language or
in semantics in connection to choice of characters to engage effectively in transcription. Both of
these possibilities are consistent with prior work on the simple view of writing (Yeung et al.,
2017; Graham & Eslami, 2020), which has shown that L2 writing depends on oral language,
vocabulary, and transcription skills. It is recommended that classroom time be allocated for
work on more challenging Pinyin spellings (e.g., “minzi” vs “mingzi” and “jīdào” vs “zhīdào”)
and to compare and contrast frequently seen homophonic characters(e.g., 自, 子, and 字, all “zi”)
to strengthen connections between oral language and Pinyin and enhance transcription skills.
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Word work, by contrast, engaged students in a series of activities at both word and
sentence level that appeared to strengthen lexical representations. The word work tasks appear to
be similar to Wang and McBride’s (2016) copying plus Pinyin tasks and their copying plus
morphological awareness tasks, which were shown to strengthen lexical retrieval skills of young
L1 learners of Chinese. In line with Perfetti et al. (2005), word work may be more effective at
strengthening connections between phonological, orthographic, and semantic representations of
Chinese words than texting through Pinyin input. In the current study, word work and the texting
intervention both took place during the Chinese language arts block, which unfortunately led
students in the texting classes to miss valuable word work experience. Digital chatting using the
Pinyin input system should not replace word work. Future research should explore whether
digital chatting in addition to handwritten word work exercises enhances student learning as
compared to word work alone.
In contrast to the current findings, the use of digital Pinyin input has been found to
support vocabulary development, reading comprehension, and essay writing in university-aged
L2 learners of Chinese as compared to peers who only learned through traditional methods (He
et al., 2008; see also Guan et al., 2011). Whereas students in the university-level studies
completed their essay writing digitally, our students’ freewriting was hand-written in characters,
as was the word work. Consequently, the skills developed in word work may have been more
directly transferable to their freewriting than the digital Pinyin writing of the texting condition.
In addition, students were permitted to employ all their linguistic resources (Pinyin, pictures, and
even English) to communicate their ideas in freewriting, while in the texting sessions students
were asked to use Chinese exclusively and with few exceptions. This restriction to communicate
only in Chinese while texting may have limited students’ self-expression and they may have
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avoided saying things they did not know how to type. Permitting students to use their full
meaning-making resources even in digital chatting might better support language development.
Individual Differences within the Texting Condition
Students in the texting classes were, for the most part, enthusiastic about texting with
their peers in school. As illustrated below, the students shared information, joked, and
encouraged their classmates to participate, stay on topic and speak Chinese (Excerpt 2), and used
excessive punctuation to augment or communicate their messages. Modeling the types of
teacher-student interactions most common in the classroom, the students tutored each other in
Pinyin spelling and texting (Excerpt 3). The teachers reported that students were motivated to
participate in text messaging discussions, often continuing conversations orally that they began
during texting sessions. Teachers also reported that even the quieter children enjoyed chatting
online, producing more output than in oral discussion. Further research is needed to investigate
such potential benefits of in-class texting on students’ oral interpersonal communication.
Excerpt (2)
*S1M: 说中文。
[Speak Chinese]
*S2M: 是 很长. 我 不 可以 说 在 中文！！！！！！
[It’s really long. I can’t say it in Chinese.]
Excerpt (3)
*S1F: 王 = wang 美 =mei 玲 = ling. [Chinese character =Pinyin] 我的 name.
[Wang Meiling. My name.]
*S1M: 名字.
[name]
...
*S1F: 民自.
[Min-zi, attempt at typing the characters for the word name]
*S2M: “SS1” 你要说什么？
[SS1, what do you want to say?]
*S1F: 你 hao。
[Hello]
*S1M: 名 ming 子 zi。
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[characters for “name” with Pinyin and a homophonic error]
*S1F: 名子.
[successfully typed the characters which SS2 taught, including homophonic error]
Notes. Name was changed to de-identify the student.
Texting Output Over Time. We had hypothesized that students would produce a
greater variety of Chinese words and more words overall as the texting sessions progressed. In
fact, students did text more in Period 4 than in Period 1, but exhibited no growth in the diversity
of their word types over time. Post-hoc examination of texting transcripts suggest that the
prompts did not elicit the sorts of complex ideas that would require use of more diversified
vocabulary. Although prompts often included a “why or why not” question intended to spur
discussion, students often ignored the question and moved off topic, engaging in age-appropriate
and meaningful social interactions (e.g. 我有一个 PET [I have a pet], Excerpt 4) using simple
vocabulary in Chinese.
Excerpt (4)
*S1F: 如果没有灯, 我们要用手摸一摸东西。
[If there are no lights, we would have to use our hands to feel things.]
*S1M: 没有灯我有freak out 和我要 watch YouTube 以我很开行。
[If there are no lights I *will* freak out and watch YouTube and be happy.]
*S2M: 我不可以看YouTube.
[I can’t watch YouTube.]
*S1M: 我有一个PET. 你有 how meny pets.
[I have a pet. How many pets do you have.]
Although the teachers tried to support the students by brainstorming ways to
communicate their ideas in texting, some students still found it challenging, as evidenced in one
student texting emphatically 是很长。我不可以说中文！！！！！！ [It’s very long. I can’t
say it in Chinese] and in usage of punctuation to participate in the conversation (Excerpts 1 &
2). This may be due to limitations in students’ oral language and vocabulary (Graham & Eslami,
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2020), difficulties in connecting pronunciation to Pinyin and characters for typing (Jen & Xu,
2000), or challenges in reading their classmates’ texting output. Students may have needed
more practice in Pinyin input before beginning the intervention and/or more time during texting
sessions to make sense of classmates’ messages and compose responses. As pedagogical
recommendations, we would suggest including additional classroom practice focusing on word
pronunciation and Pinyin to strengthen phonological-orthographic connections, as well as
explorations of semantic and phonetic radicals to strengthen semantic-orthographic connections
(Guan et al., 2011).
When we examined individual differences in texting output over time, we found a strong
correlation between individual performance in early and later texting periods. Students’ texting
output was associated with their pre-intervention reading levels, but not their pre-intervention
freewriting abilities. This suggests that the diverse vocabulary required for successful reading
(Beck et al., 2002) was more important for success in texting than students’ hand-written
freewriting ability, underscoring how L2 transcription processes depend upon a solid foundation
of vocabulary knowledge (Graham & Eslami, 2020). Notably, we also observed that students’
output in the final texting sessions predicted their Chinese writing in the post-intervention
freewrites, after controlling for pre-intervention reading levels and freewriting ability. Hence,
students who were proficient texters appeared to be able to transfer these skills to their handwritten freewriting. Classroom time should be set aside to practice digital transcription skills
using Pinyin input system; this time should allow students to write extensively on meaningful
topics as they do in freewriting (e.g., digital chatting, stories, etc.).
Writing Attitudes and Texting
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Students who liked to write in Chinese also tended to like to write in English. This held
across both texting and word work conditions, with no significant differences across conditions.
When compared across conditions, Chinese writing attitudes appeared to be more strongly
associated with pre-intervention reading levels than writing abilities. That is, better readers had
more positive attitudes about writing. However, within the texting condition, student attitudes
about writing in Chinese were associated with their text output in Period 4. That is, the more
successful texters had more positive attitudes towards writing in Chinese, after controlling for
reading level. It is possible that students who struggled with texting recognized gaps in their skill
in transcribing their ideas through Pinyin input due to lack of phonological or semantic
knowledge, or to the number of homophones encountered (Lo et al., 2018). Such factors may
have contributed to more negative attitudes towards writing in Chinese. Devoting more time to
practice in Pinyin spellings (particularly those which students find most challenging),
distinguishing homophones, and digital writing might help students to feel more confident.
Limitations and Future Directions
In conducting classroom-based outcomes assessment, researchers must consider preexisting differences in the students assigned to each classroom. In the current study, students in
the word work classes scored higher than those in the texting classes in the pre-intervention
freewrite. Hence, we were required to match students across intervention conditions, which led
to a reduction in our sample size from 70 to 56 students. As further controls, we included preintervention reading and writing scores as predictors in the multiple regression analyses to
account for individual differences, and included instructor as a fixed effect to account for effects
at the level of teacher/class.
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Another concern in interpreting the current results is the imbalance between the structure
and supports provided to students in the texting and word work conditions. The school and
teachers were eager to explore effects of digital writing on students’ writing skills. Given an
already full elementary school day, the choice was made to implement the texting intervention
during the Chinese language arts block when word work is usually completed. This made sense
thematically, but in retrospect, led to conditions where the potential benefits of texting were
difficult to evaluate. While work work exercises comprised a set of connected tasks, texting
sessions were inherently less structured. In the word work condition, students worked
individually; teachers checked the worksheets for completion and students saved them in their
individual work folders. In the texting condition, teachers and students reviewed guidelines and
strategies for texting. Students then joined the chatroom discussions on their Chromebooks. In
both texting and word work conditions, teachers circulated and reminded students to stay on task,
and students were free to ask questions of classmates and teachers; that is, teacher supervision
and peer support were available throughout.
Within each texting class, students were assigned to small chat groups fully at random.
Students may or may not have been paired with friends or preferred groupmates, which may
have affected their motivation to participate in the texting discussions. Children often discussed
the teacher prompt only briefly and then discussed more personally interesting ideas. Hence the
prompts appeared to be insufficient to encourage longer discussions of the proposed topics
and/or elicit use of complex vocabulary. Such observations suggest that more structure and
teacher involvement may be needed to encourage students to develop their ideas and use more
diverse vocabulary. Indeed, students taught by one of the teachers demonstrated larger increases
in texting output (total words, but not word types) over time as compared to their peers in the
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other class. Further research is needed to determine specific instructional practices that may
foster students’ interest and proficiency in texting and more broadly in Chinese writing.
With the sudden transition to online and hybrid instruction during the COVID-19
pandemic, digital writing assignments and online collaboration have become standard practice,
making digital Pinyin input an even more essential skill for young L2 learners. Texting with
classmates may help students gain familiarity with digital writing in an engaging format. Our
results indicate that success in texting was linked to success in freewriting. However, our results
also clearly show that texting with classmates as a substitute for word work in the Chinese
language arts curriculum is insufficient to develop students’ Chinese writing skills. Future
studies should explore how a combination of a more structured texting intervention and word
work might promote growth in students’ writing skills. Qualitative analyses of communicative
and discourse strategies are also needed to better understand student participation and success in
texting.
Conclusion
Acquiring literacy in Chinese as an L2 is a challenging task, especially for students in
U.S. Chinese immersion schools who do not speak Chinese at home. Such young students must
learn to understand and speak Chinese while learning to read and write in the opaque
orthography that is Chinese characters, even as they learn elementary school content through the
language. The ability to use the Pinyin input system in typing is a crucial skill for all Chinese
speakers for online communication, social media, and online schooling. Students are motivated
to participate in texting and to engage in digital conversation with each other in Chinese during
the school day, perhaps improving their skills in interpersonal communication. Moreover, those
who do well in texting also do better in freewriting. While teachers and schools may be eager to
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incorporate digital writing and texting into Chinese language arts, it is recommended that digital
writing supplement, but not take the place of, other robust forms of instruction. Specifically,
small-group chat sessions should not replace multi-component word work that yields measurable
benefits for developing character knowledge and strengthening lexical representations.
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CHAPTER THREE
Writing, Reading, and Proficiency in Fourth Grade Chinese Immersion
Abstract
This year-long study explored literacy development of fourth grade students (N = 70) in a
Chinese immersion school with a specific focus on freewriting, a holistic approach where
students are encouraged to write as much as they can without regard for accuracy. Freewriting
was collected at three time points over the academic year. Students used a combination of correct
Chinese characters and words written in Pinyin, homophones, English, and pictures to convey
meaning. Proportions of words written in correct Chinese characters increased from 63% to 81%
over successive freewrites, with Pinyin and other freewriting strategies (e.g., pictures) used
opportunistically to fulfill students’ meaning-making needs in the moment. Writing ability grew
over time, as indicated by the diversity of words produced across the three freewrites; reading
ability also grew, as assessed by teachers using the Level Chinese system. Additionally, in place
of regular Chinese language arts instruction, half of the students engaged in texting in digital
chatrooms for eight weeks in the fall semester. We examined relations between classroom
measures of writing and reading, participation in the texting curriculum, and language
proficiency, measured by end-of-year standardized STAMP 4Se assessments in domains of
reading, writing, listening, and speaking. Classroom measures of reading levels predicted
proficiency across domains, while correct Chinese words in freewriting also predicted reading
and writing proficiency. Students in the texting classes had higher proficiency in speaking,
suggesting that digital interaction with peers may have promoted oral communication. Findings
are discussed in relation to pedagogical approaches to enhance language skills in immersion
schools.
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Introduction
There has been tremendous growth in dual language immersion Chinese programs over
the past ten years. Students in these programs spend a minimum of 50% of schooling hours
learning academic content in a new language (the partner language) while developing oral
language and literacy skills in that language (Fortune & Tedick, 2003). (For the purposes of this
paper, the terms dual language immersion and Chinese immersion will be used interchangeably.)
Despite the increased numbers of programs, research into children’s reading and writing
development in Chinese immersion programs remains limited. Traditional pedagogies for
teaching Chinese, which focus on repetitive handwriting of characters, may be inappropriate and
inadequate for L2 learners of Chinese in the dual language immersion context (Li, 2016). Time
spent mastering characters through repetitive handwriting is time taken away from other areas of
language and literacy development (Allen, 2008). As an alternative approach, immersion
classrooms have begun incorporating more holistic approaches to writing including freewriting.
Such approaches are based on the premise that children should learn that the purpose of writing
is to share ideas and knowledge, not just to write with accuracy (Elbow, 1998; Heinemann, n.d.).
In spite of the need for new pedagogical approaches, most research on literacy development in
L2 Chinese has focused on learning to read and write characters (Guan et al., 2012, Lin et al.,
2010); to date, few studies have investigated writing as composition in Chinese (Guan et al.,
2012; Yeung et al., 2017). There appear to be no studies investigating freewriting in L2 Chinese
immersion settings.
Learning to Read and Write in Chinese: Mastering the Orthographic System
Learning to read and write in Chinese is more difficult than in other languages due to
features of its orthographic system (Verhoeven & Perfetti, 2021; Yeung et al., 2017). As
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compared to alphabetic languages characterized by letter-to-sound correspondences, the Chinese
writing system is an outlier orthography in its level of opacity (Chang et al., 2017; Verhoeven &
Perfetti, 2021). Chinese orthography is morphosyllabic, that is, Chinese characters encode
meaning and pronunciation at the syllable level. Writing in Chinese thus requires a large number
of orthographic units (Verhoeven & Perfetti, 2021); in China, learners are expected to master
approximately 2,500 characters in elementary school (Shu et al., 2003) and 3,500 by 9th grade
(Everson et al., 2016). In addition, it has been estimated that each syllable may be associated
with 5 to 20 distinct meanings, and more if lexical tone is considered (Zhou & Marslen-Wilson,
1999). Consequently, learners must master large numbers of characters and must also be able to
discern between large numbers of homophones –– characters with the same pronunciations, but
different meanings and written forms.
In addition to Chinese characters, learners must master one of the transliteration systems
that have been developed to represent the sounds of Chinese words. The commonly-used Hanyu
Pinyin system uses the Roman alphabet to represent Mandarin pronunciations. In Chinese
elementary schools, children learn Pinyin before starting to learn characters. As they begin to
compose in Chinese, young L1 learners are encouraged to use Pinyin in their writing as a
strategy to transcribe words they know orally before they have mastered the associated
characters (Ge et al., 2012). In L2 Chinese immersion classrooms, Pinyin is generally introduced
after the character system, in grades 2 or 3. The purpose is two-fold; introducing Pinyin later is
intended to allow students to gain a solid foundation in Chinese characters and avoid conflict
with learning to read in English (Curtain & Dahlberg, 2016).
Facility with Pinyin is also important for digital writing. Some of the 4th grade classes
involved in the current study had introduced digital writing by having students engage in texting
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in digital chatrooms. This provided an opportunity to examine this practice in relation to their L2
reading and writing development. Results indicated that students who were in regular classes
produced longer freewrites with more diverse vocabulary than students who engaged in digital
writing, though there were no differences in reading skills between the two groups (see Chapter
2).
Learning to Write for Readers in L2 Chinese
Learning to write is not just about mastering transcription systems, but also about writing
for readers. Holistic approaches to literacy development emphasize that meaning-making and the
content of writing may be more important than accuracy in character writing and mechanics,
particularly in the early stages. The Reading and Writing Workshop model, recently adopted by
this immersion school, is a holistic framework based on the premise that children learn best when
they have long stretches of time for reading and writing about subjects that interest them.
Freewriting is one component of this approach. In freewriting, students write as much as they
can about a topic, using all of their meaning-making resources (e.g., invented spellings, pictures).
The goal of freewriting is to get words onto paper; in fact, freewriting is considered to be the
most powerful form of writing practice (Elbow, 1998). In both L1 and L2, freewriting promotes
development of writing skills in a format that permits students to become more comfortable with
writing (Wang & Zheng, 2014).
Holistic approaches to writing may be particularly important when children are learning
to write in a new language (Beeman & Urow, 2013; Escamilla et al., 2014). Because children
may avoid writing words that they know, but do not know how to transcribe (Guan et al., 2012;
McBride, 2015; Yan et al., 2011), permitting students to write using all of their meaning-making
and linguistic resources without fear of “making a mistake” gives students the opportunity to
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showcase their thinking and what they are able to do in the L2. When bilingual children
communicate, they naturally make use of what they know in each of their languages (Escamilla
et al., 2014; García, 2008, Wang & Wen, 2002). When engaged in freewriting in L2 Chinese,
students may deploy a variety of resources and strategies to extend their writing. For example,
they may substitute a homophonic character or Pinyin for the intended character. These types of
substitutions demonstrate knowledge of the pronunciation of the intended character and
recognition that the chosen character or Pinyin spelling represents that sound. Students may also
use words from English or another language, demonstrating knowledge of parts of speech as they
deploy a noun or verb appropriately within a sentence otherwise written in Chinese. These
usages are considered normal stages of development, particularly when students are learning to
write in two languages (Escamilla et al., 2014). Chinese immersion programs must balance the
demands of learning to transcribe characters accurately with learning to write for readers. Both
are necessary for literacy development. However, when teachers focus exclusively on accuracy
in handwriting individual characters, it may slow children’s progress in developing the skills
necessary for written composition in Chinese (McBride, 2015).
The Present Study and Research Questions
The present study investigated development of student writing, reading and proficiency in
L2 Chinese over the 4th grade school year of an immersion program. In the years immediately
preceding this study, as noted earlier, the school initiated several programmatic changes to the
Chinese language arts curriculum. They implemented freewriting as part of the Reading and
Writing Workshop model. In freewriting, students write as much as they can about a topic using
all of their linguistic and meaning-making strategies, without regard for accuracy. They adopted
the Level Chinese (now Level Learning) reading system as part of an effort to systematize
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reading instruction and assessment. The school was also exploring the value of digital writing,
and had introduced texting in digital chatrooms in half of the 4th grade classes (see Chapter 2).
The current study aimed to understand 1) students’ freewriting, and particularly their use of
correct Chinese words along with other strategies for meaning-making writing, 2) growth in
freewriting and Chinese reading levels (as measured by Level Chinese) across the school year,
and 3) relations between the classroom-based measures (freewriting and Level Chinese reading
levels) and students’ proficiency as measured by year-end standardized tests of Chinese (STAMP
4Se assessments. Specifically, three research questions were addressed:
•

How do students use all of their linguistic resources in L2 freewriting? Are freewriting
strategies (e.g., Pinyin) used in a consistent way, or are they used opportunistically? We
identified strategies commonly used by students to extend their freewrites and calculated
their frequency of usage. We also computed correlations to establish a preliminary
understanding of associations between use of correct Chinese words and linguistic and
meaning-making strategies in freewriting.

•

How do students’ writing as measured by freewriting, and reading as measured by the
Level Chinese system, grow over the course of the year in Chinese immersion? We used
repeated-measures ANOVA to examine development of freewriting and reading levels at
three timepoints, exploring main effects of time, instructor, and texting condition, and
their interactions.

•

How does writing as measured by freewriting and reading as measured using the Level
Chinese system contribute to proficiency as measured via standardized tests? We ran
correlations as a preliminary step to understand relations between classroom reading
levels, use of correct Chinese characters in freewriting, and Stamp 4Se standardized test
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scores. Multiple regression models were then applied to examine factors associated with
the STAMP 4Se domains of reading, writing, listening and speaking, with teacher and
texting condition included as fixed factors.
Method
Participants
The entire 4th grade of an urban Mandarin Chinese immersion U.S. public charter school
took part in the study. Nine- to ten-year-old children (N = 70, 40 boys, 30 girls) were enrolled in
four classes of 16-18 students each. The school reported that only 3-4% of students had a
Chinese language background. All of the 4th grade students had spent at least three years in a
Chinese immersion classroom; most had been in the immersion program for at least five years.
At the time of the study, the school followed a 50/50 immersion model in Kindergarten
through grade 5, with 50% of instructional time spent in English medium instruction and 50% in
Chinese medium instruction. Two Chinese-medium teachers were each responsible for two of
the four 4th-grade classes. The data for the current study were collected from September 2018 to
June 2019 for purposes of curriculum outcomes assessment. The research protocol was approved
by the university IRB and classified as exempt.
Measures
All measures collected for this study were part of the school’s regular Chinese language
arts curriculum.
Table 5 shows the scope and schedule of measures examined in this second study.
Table 5
Schedule of Measures (Study 2)
Dates

Measure
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September

Chinese Reading Level, Time 1

September

Freewrite 1

September-December
(16 sessions, 2 per week for 8
weeks)

Digital Texting in Chatrooms or Word Work Exercises

December

Freewrite 2

March

Chinese Reading Levels, Time 2

April

Freewrite 3

June

Chinese Reading Levels, Time 3

June

STAMP 4Se tests (standardized assessment of Chinese
L2)

Freewrite Exercises
Students completed handwritten freewriting exercises in Chinese, where they were
instructed to write as much as possible in response to a teacher-provided prompt without concern
for accuracy; see Figure 3 (top panel) for an example of a completed freewrite. Freewrites were
completed on lined worksheets with the topic centered at the top of the page. This was the first
year students in the school had produced freewriting in Chinese. Freewrites completed in
September, December, and April were analyzed for the purposes of this study. The topics of the
three freewrites were:
1.
2.
3.

Freewrite 1: 我的暑假 (My summer vacation)
Freewrite 2: 完美的一天 (A perfect day)
Freewrite 3: Free topic
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Figure 3 Sample freewrite 1 in original handwritten format (top) and in CHAT format (bottom)
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Reading Levels
To assess reading levels, the school employs the Chinese reading program Level Chinese (Level
Chinese, 2016), a system designed to be similar to the Fountas & Pinnell system. Student reading
materials are organized into 20 levels of difficulty (A to T at the time of this study, recoded as 1
to 20 here), aligning with language proficiency descriptors developed by the American Council
on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL, 2015); see Table 6. Students’ reading levels
were assessed by their teachers in September, March, and June.
Table 6
Level Chinese Reading Levels Mapped to ACTFL Proficiency Levels

Level Chinese
Reading Levels
C=3

ACTFL Levels

ACTFL Proficiency Sublevels

Novice

Novice Mid

E=5
H=8

Novice High
Intermediate

Intermediate Low

K = 11

Intermediate Mid

O = 15

Intermediate High

STAMP 4Se Standardized Tests of Chinese Proficiency
To assess Chinese proficiency in reading, writing, listening, and speaking, the school uses the
computer-based STAMP (Standards-based Measurement of Proficiency) 4Se tests. The STAMP
4Se tests are designed to assess language proficiency of students in grades 6 and under (Avant
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Assessments, 2022) and align with ACTFL proficiency standards; see Table 7. The STAMP 4Se
tests were administered in the school in June and proctored by school faculty.
Table 7
STAMP 4Se and ACTFL Proficiency Standards Alignment
ACTFL Levels

Novice

Intermediate

Advanced

ACTFL Sublevels

STAMP 4Se
Writing & Speaking
Score

STAMP 4Se
Reading & Listening
Score

Novice Low

1

1

Novice Mid

2

2

Novice High

3

3

Intermediate Low

4

4

Intermediate Mid

5

5

Intermediate High

6

6

Advanced Low

7

7

Advanced Mid

8

8*

Advanced High

9

*Reading level 8 corresponds to Advanced Mid/Advanced High.
Text-messaging in Digital Group Chat and Word Work
The school implemented an online texting (digital chatting) curriculum over eight weeks
in Fall 2018. One class taught by each Chinese immersion teacher engaged in digital chatting
using Pinyin input while the teacher’s other class completed handwritten word work as usual. In
word work, students complete a series of exercises organized around a single Chinese character,
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including counting strokes, identifying radicals, writing characters 8-10 times, creating a word
web, identifying homophones (同音字), and making sentences. Texting and word work sessions
took place twice per week for eight weeks from late September to mid-December (i.e., 16 texting
sessions in total). At the end of the eight weeks, all students resumed business-as-usual word
work for the remainder of the school year; see Chapter 2 for further details.
Data Collection, Transcription and Tagging
Student reading levels and STAMP 4Se assessment results were provided by the school.
For purposes of analysis, students’ Chinese reading levels (A-T) were transformed into
numerical values (1-20; A = 1, B = 2, etc.). STAMP 4Se scores were already numerical in
format.
Handwritten freewrites were collected and scanned, then digitally transcribed by two
researchers in CHAT format (MacWhinney, 2000); see Figure 3 (bottom panel) for an example
transcript. The transcribers collaborated to decipher messy handwriting; when characters were
illegible they were tagged as such and removed from the analyses. To allow for analysis using
CLAN software (MacWhinney, 2000), spaces were added between words in accordance with
natural word boundaries (i.e., conventional meanings of compound words) and units of meaning
(Richards, 1987). Strategies used by students to extend their writing were identified, and tags
were inserted into the transcripts. The identified strategies included use of Pinyin representations
of words (@z:pin), substitutions of homophonic characters (@z:hom), use of English words
(@s:eng), and student-drawn pictures (@z:pic). Words containing both Pinyin and characters
were also tagged (@z:pcs), e.g., 我 men [wǒ men, we]. To ensure inter-rater reliability, 16.5% of
the transcripts were tagged by both raters and the results compared (Scott’s Pi for inter-rater
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reliability = .91). Transcribers discussed discrepancies and came to agreement. One transcriber
then returned to each of the freewrites to ensure agreement across transcripts.
CLAN Analysis
The FREQ command in CLAN (MacWhinney, 2000) was used to determine the total
number of unique words (types) written with correct Chinese characters, Pinyin, homophone
substitutions, English words, and pictures for each student on each of the three freewrites.
Because they were few in number, instances of use of Pinyin (i.e., tagged in the transcripts as
@z:pin) and words containing both Pinyin and characters (tagged as @z:pcs) were combined and
counted as Pinyin.
Missing Data
Seventy students participated in the study. Because this was a classroom-based study, it
was not unusual for students to miss assignments due to absences or other factors. One student
was missing freewrite 1, eight students were missing freewrite 2, and eight were missing
freewrite 3. Four students were missing the June reading level assessment, and one student was
missing the STAMP 4Se standardized tests. All data appeared to be missing at random. Values
for the missing data were imputed using the multiple imputations command in IBM SPSS
Statistics 27 (SPSS); see Appendix B. All statistics in this paper have been run using SPSS.
Results
Freewriting Strategies
We first asked, How do students use all of their linguistic resources in L2 freewriting?
Are freewriting strategies (e.g., Pinyin) used in a consistent way, or are they used
opportunistically? Table 8 presents the descriptive statistics showing the wide range of students’
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written output and strategies usage across the three freewrites, with the bottom row indicating the
proportion of correct Chinese words out of the total written output (i.e., ranging from 63% in
freewrite 1 to 81-82% in freewrites 2 and 3).
Table 8
Descriptive Statistics for Strategy Usage Across Freewrites (N = 70)
Freewriting Strategy

Freewrite 1
September

Freewrite 2
December

Freewrite 3
April

Correct
Chinese Words
(Types)

M = 18.5 (SD = 9.2)
Range = 3 – 44
Skewness = .66
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = –.10
(SE = .57)

M = 34.8 (SD = 16.9)
Range = 8 – 97
Skewness = 1.13
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 1.79
(SE = .57)

M = 41.4 (SD = 23.4)
Range = 9 – 118
Skewness = 1.45
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 2.43
(SE = .57)

Pinyin (Types)

M = 5.5 (SD = 5.3)
Range = 0 – 26
Skewness = 1.53
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 3.20
(SE = .57)

M = 3.0 (SD = 5.6)
Range = 0 – 29
Skewness = 2.89
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 9.06
(SE = .57)

M = 4.4 (SD = 8.0)
Range = 0 – 36
Skewness = 2.45
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 5.95
(SE = .57)

Homophone (Types)

M = 1.0 (SD = 1.3)
Range = 0 – 5
Skewness = 1.24
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = .74
(SE = .57)

M = 1.5 (SD = 1.7)
Range = 0 – 8
Skewness = 1.85
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 4.00
(SE = .57)

M = 2.0 (SD = 1.9)
Range = 0 – 8
Skewness = 1.36
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 1.65
(SE = .57)

English (Types)

M = 2.4 (SD = 2.6)
Range = 0 – 11
Skewness = 1.38
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 1.64
(SE = .57)

M = 3.2 (SD = 3.9)
Range = 0 – 24
Skewness = 2.77
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 11.44
(SE = .57)

M = 3.2 (SD = 5.1)
Range = 0 – 34
Skewness = 3.73
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 19.51
(SE = .57)
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Pictures
(Types)

M = 1.7 (SD = 2.2)
Range = 0 – 9
Skewness = 1.78
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 2.92
(SE = .57)

M = 0.2 (SD = 0.6)
Range = 0 – 3
Skewness = 2.77
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 7.72
(SE = .57)

M = 0.2 (SD = 0.5)
Range = 0 – 2
Skewness = 2.50
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = 6.06
(SE = .57)

Proportion of Correct
Chinese Words to All
Output (Types)

M = .63 (SD = .19)
Range = .16 – .98
Skewness = –.49
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = –.15
(SE = .57)

M = .82 (SD = .12)
Range = .47 – 1.00
Skewness = –.90
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = .70
(SE = .57)

M = .81 (SD = .16)
Range = .33 – 1.00
Skewness = –1.19
(SE = .29)
Kurtosis = .81
(SE = .57)

In addition to writing words using the correct Chinese characters, students employed four
main strategies to extend their writing: Pinyin, homophone substitutions, English words, and
pictures. Students wrote using both correct Pinyin spellings, e.g., shengri [birthday] and invented
Pinyin spellings, e.g., shenyu for shengri [birthday] or jao for jiao [named, called]. Pinyin and
characters were sometimes contained in one word, e.g., 我 men [wǒ men, we]. Similarly,
students wrote both true homophones (with exception of lexical tone), e.g., 马 [mǎ, horse] for 吗
[ma, question word], and characters with similar pronunciations to the intended character(s), e.g.,
舍吗 [she-ma, no exact meaning, but contains a question particle] for 什么 [shénme, what].
When students wrote in English, some words were spelled correctly and some were written using
invented spellings. Students also drew pictures, sometimes quite detailed, to complete their
ideas.
Bivariate correlations were used to explore associations between students’ production of
Chinese words (correct characters) and the four identified strategies across the three freewrites
(see Appendix C). To avoid the possibility of a Type 1 error due to the large number of
comparisons, a Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons was calculated (adjusted α
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= .000476). Numbers of correct Chinese words (types) showed a small-to medium correlation
between freewrites 1 and 2, r(68) = .38, p = .001, but the association was not statistically
significant after applying the Bonferroni correction. However, numbers of correct Chinese words
were strongly correlated between freewrites 2 and 3, r(68) = .71, p < .0001. The number of
homophone substitutions in freewrite 2 was associated with the number of correct Chinese words
in the same freewrite, r(68) = .40, p < .0001; the same held for freewrite 3, r(68) = .66,
p < .0001, and correct Chinese words in freewrite 2 was associated with homophones in
freewrite 3, r(68) = .52, p < .0001. That is, in the later freewrites, students’ production of
homophone substitutions was related to the diversity of vocabulary written with correct Chinese
characters. Students appeared to use homophone substitutions to augment and extend what they
were able to write using the correct Chinese characters. No other correlations were significant.
For the most part, students did not appear to use freewriting strategies in a coordinated way, such
that their use of a given strategy (e.g., Pinyin) in one freewrite did not entail use of the same
strategy in other freewrites. Rather, students seemed to rely on these strategies to fill meaningmaking needs in the moment, rather than using them consistently.
Writing and Reading Growth
The second research question asked, How does students’ writing, as measured by
freewriting, and reading as measured by teachers using the Level Chinese system, grow over the
course of the year in Chinese immersion? To address this question, we used repeated-measures
ANOVAs to examine growth in literacy skills over time. The first analysis compared correct
Chinese word types across the three freewrites (September, December, April), and the second
analysis compared Level Chinese reading levels at three time points (September, March, June);
see
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Table 5 for the schedule of measures. Texting condition (2 levels) was included as a
between-subjects variable (fixed effect). Additionally, because students were nested in classes
taught by two different teachers, instructor was entered into each model as a fixed effect (2
levels).
Writing Growth
Students’ production of correct Chinese word types more than doubled from freewrite 1
to freewrite 3 (see descriptive statistics in Table 8). Next, we conducted a repeated measures
ANOVA with freewrites entered as the repeated measure (“time”). The repeated-measures
ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of time, F(2, 134) = 64.72, p < .001, partial η

2

= .491, reflecting an increase in the diversity of Chinese vocabulary written in correct characters
over the three freewrites. The main effect of curriculum condition was also significant, F(1, 67)
= 12.24, p < .001, partial η = .154, such that students in the word work classes produced more
2

Chinese word types across the three time points than students in the texting classes. The
interaction between curriculum condition and time was not significant, F(2, 134) = 1.83, p
= .165, partial η = .027. That is to say, students in the texting classes produced less diverse
2

vocabulary in freewriting prior to the intervention than their peers in business-as-usual classes;
this group difference persisted over the school year. Additionally, though the main effect of
instructor was not significant, F(1, 67) = 2.61, p = .111, partial η = .038, there was a significant
2

interaction of instructor by time, F(2, 134) = 12.16, p < .001, partial η = .154. As shown in
2

Table 9, students taught by one of the teachers made larger gains in their use of correct
Chinese words (types) in freewriting than students taught by the other teacher.
Table 9
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Descriptive Statistics for Chinese Types (Correct Characters) by Teacher across Freewrite
Papers (N = 70)
Instructor

Freewrite 1
September

Freewrite 2
December

Freewrite 3
April

Teacher A
(N = 34)

M = 21.8
(SD = 9.1)
Range = 8 – 44
Skewness = .67
(SE = .40)
Kurtosis = –.07
(SE = .79)

M = 30.8
(SD = 13.3)
Range = 8 – 72
Skewness = .93
(SE = .40)
Kurtosis = 1.57
(SE = .79)

M = 34.9
(SD = 16.7)
Range = 9– 67
Skewness = .36
(SE = .40)
Kurtosis = –1.08
(SE = .78)

Teacher B
(N = 36)

M = 15.3
(SD = 8.3)
Range = 3 – 34
Skewness = .77
(SE = .39)
Kurtosis = –.23
(SE = .77)

M = 38.5
(SD = 19.1)
Range = 10 – 97
Skewness = .97
(SE = .39)
Kurtosis = 1.10
(SE = .77)

M = 47.5
(SD = 27.2)
Range = 16 – 118
Skewness = 1.37
(SE = .39)
Kurtosis = 1.21
(SE = .77)

Reading Growth
We next examined growth in reading levels as measured by the teachers using the Level
Chinese reading system; see Table 10 for descriptive statistics. Students exhibited a wide range
of variation in their Chinese reading abilities, with the lowest performing students at levels D (4)
and E (5), which correspond to Novice Mid and Novice High (see Table 6 for mapping details).
According to ACTFL guidelines (ACTFL, 2015) readers at the Novice level comprehend limited
amounts of information (i.e., key words, formulaic language) on familiar topics in highly
contextualized texts featuring single phrases or sentences when pictures and other nonlinguistic
supports are present. The highest performing students ended the school year reading at level K
(11), which corresponds to Intermediate Mid. Students reading at Intermediate levels (Level
Chinese H-O) are able to read and understand simple connected texts with more than one phrase
or sentence per page on familiar topics of interest. On average, students read at levels F to H (6–
8), i.e., between Novice High and Intermediate Low. These reading levels, and the wide range of
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levels, are consistent with expectations for 4th graders in 50/50 Chinese immersion programs
(Bai et al., 2016).
Table 10
Descriptive Statistics, Reading Levels as Assessed by Teachers Using Level Chinese, (N = 70)
Time

M (SD)

Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

September

6.7 (1.2)

4–9
(levels D to I)

–.26

.14

(SE = .29)

(SE = .57)

4–10
(levels D to J)

.12

.11

(SE = .29)

(SE = .57)

4–11
(levels D to K)

.24

.39

(SE = .29)

(SE = .57)

March

7.2 (1.2)

June

7.7 (1.3)

The repeated-measures ANOVA conducted on reading levels at the three time points
(September, March, June) showed a significant effect of time, F(2, 134) = 69.80, p < .001, partial
η = .510, indicating growth in reading abilities from September to June. There was no significant
2

effect of curriculum condition, F(1, 67) = .97, p = .327, partial η = .014, and no significant
2

interaction of curriculum condition by time, F(2, 134) = .96, p = .387, partial η = .014. These
2

null results suggest that the texting curriculum had no influence on students’ reading abilities
(see also Chapter 2). While the main effect of instructor was not significant, F(1, 67) = 0.27, p
= .605, partial η = .004, there was a significant interaction of instructor by time, F(2, 134) =
2

8.74, p < .001, partial η = .115. As shown in Table 11, students taught by one of the teachers
2

appeared to make larger gains in reading than students in classes taught by the other teacher.
Table 11
Descriptive Statistics, Reading Levels by Teacher at 3 Time Points (N = 70)
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Instructor

Time 1
September

Time 2
March

Time 3
June

Teacher A (N = 34)

M = 6.6 (SD = 1.1)
Range = 4 – 8
Skewness = –.44
(SE = .40)
Kurtosis = –.05
(SE = .79)

M = 7.5 (SD = 1.3)
Range = 5 – 10
Skewness =.26
(SE = .40)
Kurtosis = –.89
(SE = .79)

M = 7.8 (SD = 1.2)
Range = 6 – 11
Skewness = .76
(SE = .40)
Kurtosis = –.03
(SE = .78)

Teacher B (N = 36)

M = 6.8 (SD = 1.2)
Range = 4 – 9
Skewness = –.18
(SE = .39)
Kurtosis = .35
(SE = .77)

M = 7.0 (SD = 1.1)
Range = 4 – 9
Skewness = –.45
(SE = .39)
Kurtosis = 1.2
(SE = .77)

M = 7.6 (SD = 1.3)
Range = 4 – 10
Skewness = –.18
(SE = .39)
Kurtosis = .71
(SE = .77)

To summarize, students exhibited growth in their Chinese writing and reading abilities
over the school year, while also showing considerable variability in their abilities. The teachers
appeared to influence rates of growth in writing and reading over time. Students taught by one of
the teachers made larger gains in writing than students taught by the other teacher, while students
taught by the other teacher made larger gains in reading. Students (randomly) assigned to the
classes engaged in texting started the school year with lower freewriting output (correct Chinese
words) and continued to write less than their peers in the word work classes across the three
freewrites. The curriculum conditions were unrelated to reading abilities. These findings build on
the results reported in Chapter 2, which compared matched groups of students on freewrites 1
and 2, by examining the full sample of students across all three timepoints. We now turn to
examine whether the classroom measures of freewriting and reading levels, and curriculum
condition were associated with variation in Chinese proficiency as indicated by end-of-year
standardized tests.
Classroom Reading and Writing Assessments in Relation to Proficiency
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At the end of each school year, the school administered the STAMP 4Se standardized
tests as an assessment of proficiency in each of four skill domains: reading, writing, listening and
speaking. The third research question asked, How do writing as measured by freewriting and
reading as measured using the Level Chinese system contribute to proficiency as measured via
standardized tests?
Descriptive statistics for the end-of-year STAMP 4Se tests are shown in Table 12. The
range of scores was wide, reflecting large individual differences across each domain. Listening
was students' strongest skill, with the mean proficiency (5.2) at approximately ACTFL sublevel
Intermediate Mid (see Table 3 for STAMP 4Se and ACTFL Proficiency Standards Alignment).
Reading, as measured by STAMP 4Se, was the weakest skill, with the mean proficiency score
(2.6) falling between Novice Mid and Novice High on the ACTFL scale.
Table 12
Descriptive Statistics, STAMP 4Se Standardized Assessments (N = 70)
Domain

Mean (SD)

Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

Reading

2.7 (1.4)

1–5

.19
(SE = .29)

–1.46
(SE = .57)

Writing

4.4 (0.6)

3–5

–.51
(SE = .29)

–.57
(SE = .57)

Listening

5.2 (1.0)

3–6

–.88
(SE = .29)

–.58
(SE = .57)

Speaking

4.4 (0.7)

2–5

–.97
(SE = .29)

1.11
(SE = .57)

Correlations between Freewriting, Reading Levels and STAMP 4Se Scores
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As a preliminary step in understanding contributors to proficiency, we examined
correlations between STAMP 4Se scores for reading, writing, listening and speaking domains,
Chinese reading levels, and use of correct Chinese words in freewriting (Appendix D). To
control for Type 1 errors due to the large number of comparisons, a Bonferroni adjustment for
multiple comparisons was applied (adjusted α = 0.00111). STAMP 4Se scores were significantly
correlated across domains, r’s(68) = .38 to .62, p’s ≤ .00011), with the exception of STAMP 4Se
reading and speaking scores. Level Chinese reading levels were significantly correlated with
STAMP 4Se scores across domains, r’s(68) = .43 to .72, p’s ≤ .0007, with the exception of
September reading levels and STAMP 4Se speaking scores. Number of correct Chinese words in
freewriting was significantly correlated with STAMP 4Se scores in reading, writing, and
listening domains, r’s(68) = .40 to .54, p’s ≤ .0009, with the exception of Chinese words in
freewrite 1 and STAMP 4Se listening scores. Number of correct Chinese words in freewriting
was not significantly correlated with STAMP 4Se speaking scores.
Taken together, the correlational analyses linked Chinese reading and writing
assessments taken throughout the year with Chinese proficiency in reading, writing, and listening
domains at the end of the year. In contrast, proficiency in speaking appeared to show weaker
relations to the in-class assessments.
Predictors of STAMP 4Se Results
To explore factors associated with individual differences in Chinese proficiency levels,
we applied multiple regression analyses. Two regression models were conducted for each
STAMP 4Se skill domain. Model 1 included the Chinese reading level and Chinese word types
(correct characters) in freewrite 1 from the Fall semester (September) as predictors; Model 2
included the Chinese reading level (March) and Chinese word types (correct characters) in
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freewrite 3 (April) from the Spring semester as predictors. Teacher and curriculum condition
(texting, word work) were included as predictors in both models. Each of the variables was
expected to exhibit a linear relation with the outcome measure. Collinearity diagnostics were
acceptable across models (variance inflation factors were ≤ 1.89 and tolerance values were ≥
0.53). Observations of probability-probability plots indicated that assumptions of normality
(homoscedasticity and multivariate normality of residuals) were met (Field, 2009). Both models
were statistically significant across the four domains, see Table 13 for summary statistics by
model and
Table 14 for the standardized regression coefficients for individual predictor variables;
full models can be found in Appendix E.
Table 13
F-Statistics, p-values and R for Regression Models Predicting STAMP 4Se Standardized
Assessments, (N = 70)
2

STAMP
Domain

Model 1:
Fall Assessments as Predictors

Model 2:
Spring Assessments as Predictors

Reading

F(4, 65) = 13.79, p < .001, R = .46

F(4, 65) = 22.87, p < .001, R = .59

Writing

F(4, 65) = 10.21, p < .001, R = .39

F(4, 65) = 9.38, p < .001, R = .37

Listening

F(4, 65) = 17.41, p < .001, R = .52

F(4, 65) = 18.96, p < .001, R = .54

Speaking

F(4, 65) = 4.93, p = .002, R = .23

F(4, 65) = 9.06, p < .001, R = .36

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Table 14
Summary Table of Standardized Regression Coefficients (ß) Predicting STAMP 4Se Scores
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STAMP 4Se Domain
Reading

Writing

Listening

Speaking

Predictors

Model
1
Fall

Model
2
Spring

Model
1
Fall

Model
2
Spring

Model
1
Fall

Model
2
Spring

Model
1
Fall

Model
2
Spring

Reading Level

.44**

.70**

.48**

.46**

.70**

.69**

.27*

.49**

Chinese Types
(correct)

.27*

.04

.25

.28*

.05

.13

.18

.10

Teacher

.25*

.33**

–.01

–.03

.04

.20*

–.20

–.17

Texting
Curriculum

–.13

–.14

.13

.16

.08

.15

.29*

.31**

**p < .01; *p < .05
We first examined reading proficiency as measured by STAMP 4Se. Chinese reading
level (Fall or Spring) was significant in predicting STAMP domain scores in reading. Chinese
word types in Fall freewriting also predicted end-of-year reading proficiency, though Chinese
word types in Spring freewriting did not. The effect of instructor was also significant, with
students taught by one teacher exhibiting higher reading proficiency than students taught by the
other (Teacher A: M = 2.3, SD = 1.4; Teacher B: M = 2.9, SD = 1.4). Participation in the texting
curriculum was unrelated to reading proficiency.
Next we examined the STAMP domain of writing. Chinese reading level (Fall or Spring)
was significant in predicting STAMP 4Se writing scores. Although Chinese word types in Fall
freewriting did not predict end-of-year writing proficiency, Chinese word types in Spring
freewriting were associated with STAMP 4Se writing scores. In contrast, neither the instructor
nor the curriculum condition were associated with writing proficiency. That is, even though the
students in the texting classes produced fewer correct Chinese words in their freewriting than
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their peers in the business-as-usual classes, writing proficiency as indicated by the end-of-year
standardized test was comparable across curriculum conditions.
For listening proficiency, Chinese reading level (Fall or Spring) again predicted STAMP
4Se scores. Production of Chinese word types in freewriting was unrelated to listening
proficiency as was participation in the texting curriculum. While there was no effect of the
instructor in Model 1 with the Fall assessments, the effect of instructor was significant in Model
2 with the Spring assessments. We suspect that this effect may be spurious, as students taught by
the two teachers exhibited similar levels of listening proficiency in the STAMP 4Se test (Teacher
A: M = 5.1, SD = 1.0; Teacher B: M = 5.3, SD = 1.0).
Lastly, for speaking proficiency, Chinese reading levels (Fall or Spring) again predicted
STAMP 4Se scores. Production of Chinese word types in freewriting at either timepoint was
unrelated to speaking proficiency, as was the instructor. There was, however, a significant effect
of the texting curriculum. Students in the texting classes had higher speaking proficiency, M =
4.6 (SD = 0.7), than their peers in the business-as-usual classes, M = 4.3 (SD = 0.7).
To summarize, reading level as assessed by teachers was the strongest predictor of
proficiency in reading, writing, listening and speaking. Students’ production of Chinese words in
Fall freewriting predicted reading but not writing proficiency, while their Spring freewriting
(closer in time to the STAMP 4Se test) predicted writing proficiency. Students taught by one of
the teachers had higher proficiency in reading than students taught by the other teacher. Students
in the texting classes were more proficient at speaking than students in the business-as-usual
classes who completed regular word work.
Discussion
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Children in elementary school Chinese immersion programs learn to read, write, listen to,
and speak a new language and at the same time acquire academic content in that language. To
develop proficiency, they must master large numbers of Chinese characters while learning new
vocabulary and oral language skills. By the time they reach the later elementary years, they will
have learned to read for understanding and to write to communicate their ideas and knowledge
on a wide variety of topics. While previous studies have examined students’ language outcomes
in the partner language in Chinese immersion programs (Burkhauser et al., 2016; Fortune &
Song, 2016; Padilla et al., 2013; Watzinger-Tharp et al., 2021), there has been less research on
the development of student writing in Chinese and on relations between classroom measures and
student outcomes on standardized proficiency tests. The present study aimed to further
understanding of L2 development by examining in-class freewriting, classroom-assessed reading
levels and year-end STAMP 4Se proficiency levels of an entire 4th grade enrolled in a Chinese
immersion program over a full academic year. As two of the four 4th grade classes engaged in a
text messaging curriculum over eight weeks in the fall, we also explored whether introducing
digital writing as a learning activity was associated with student outcomes. We first examined
student freewriting to understand the linguistic and meaning-making resources students tap into
while engaged in freewriting and how they deploy these resources in freewriting. We then
examined the development of reading and writing as measured in the classroom over the school
year. Finally, we examined predictors of proficiency as measured by STAMP 4Se standardized
tests.
Freewriting, Linguistic Resources and Strategies
Student freewrites were composed of words written in correct Chinese characters in
combination with Pinyin, homophone substitutions, English words, and pictures. Students used
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these writing strategies to augment their writing in greater proportion at the beginning of the
school year, suggesting that their Chinese oral language skills were accessible but their
character-writing skills a bit rusty after a summer away from studying Chinese. The proportion
of words written in correct characters increased dramatically from September to December, from
an average of just 63% in freewrite 1 to 81-82% across freewrites 2 and 3. In other words,
students did not become dependent on using strategies to extend their writing at the expense of
writing in correct Chinese words, but instead used Pinyin, English, and pictures only as needed
to supplement their texts and make meaning as they developed their writing skills. In turn,
stronger skills in freewriting correlated with higher proficiency in reading and writing as
measured by STAMP tests, reflecting the importance of freewriting practice.
Within the freewrites, there was no consistent relationship between the use of individual
strategies and vocabulary written in correct characters; students deployed each strategy as needed
to fulfill a need in the moment. For example, students used English words when there were no
comparable words in Chinese, e.g., when they described playing the video game Fortnite or their
trip to Disneyworld, and they used Pinyin when they knew a word’s pronunciation but not the
character. Only homophone substitutions revealed a different pattern of association with
students’ use of correct Chinese characters. That is, as students produced more correct
characters, they also produced more homophone substitution errors in their freewrites. One may
interpret this relation as indicating that as students learn more Chinese words and characters,
they also learn more homophones (Shen & Bear, 2000). Rather than reflecting a deficit in
students’ knowledge of characters, homophone substitutions indicate a positive trend: a growing
Chinese vocabulary.
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Close examination of the strategies students use in freewriting can help teachers gain a
deeper understanding of students’ vocabulary and character knowledge. Use of true homophones
reflect students’ grasp of pronunciation, but not form. Students’ use of not-quite-homophonic
characters (i.e., 舍吗 [she-ma, no meaning] instead of 什么 [shénme, what]) and invented
Pinyin spellings (i.e., shengyu for shengri) highlight their (mis)perceptions of the pronunciation
of Chinese vocabulary. If many students produce the same spelling errors, it may be valuable for
teachers to revisit the words, pronunciations, and spellings as a class. One type of activity which
this school implements on a regular basis is word work, which connects pronunciations,
meanings, and forms through character writing. Word work often focused on semantic and
phonetic radicals and identifying homophones and creating word webs––activities shown to help
students develop higher quality representations of words and deeper understanding of vocabulary
(Wang & McBride, 2016).
In sum, students’ use of strategies like Pinyin and homophone substitutions can be
viewed holistically and positively. That is to say, use of these strategies does not demonstrate a
lack of knowledge, but reveals a developing linguistic repertoire. When teachers recognize the
value of allowing students to use all their linguistic resources, instead of focusing solely on
production of writing in correct characters, students are able to express themselves more fully
and creatively and to write more extensively, thus supporting their development as writers
(Escamilla et al., 2014; McBride, 2015). In other words, freewriting helps students to “learn to
just say it” (Elbow, 1998).
Development of Writing, Reading, and Proficiency
Students’ writing grew markedly over the course of the school year, as indicated by the
number of unique Chinese words more than doubling from freewrite 1 to freewrite 3. Similarly,
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average reading abilities increased a full level from September to June. At the same time,
students’ writing output and reading levels varied widely, as is typical in both L1 and L2 literacy
development (Bai et al., 2016; Droop & Voerhoeven, 2003; McCutchen, 2008). It is of concern
that some students started the year with minimal writing output (i.e., fewer than 10 correct
Chinese words) and low reading levels, and several appeared to make little progress over the
year. Because students in immersion programs, including students with learning disabilities, have
been found to perform as well as or better than their peers in monolingual programs (Collier &
Thomas, 2017; “Top Ten,” 2007; Fortune, 2012; Fortune & Menke, 2010; Marian et al., 2013), it
would be worthwhile to compare the performance of these learners across English- and Chinesemedium instruction to determine whether learning in Chinese enhanced or impeded their
progress in schooling. Support services provided in both languages may be needed if learning
disabilities are identified.
Student proficiency levels as measured by the STAMP 4Se tests also varied widely,
though the range of proficiency levels across domains was comparable to ranges observed in
other Chinese immersion programs (Bai et al., 2016; Burkhauser et al., 2016; Fortune & Song,
2016; Padilla et al., 2013; Watzinger-Tharp et al., 2021). End-of-year proficiency in reading was
lower than proficiency in the domains of writing, listening, and speaking. This may reflect the
challenges of learning to read in Chinese characters. Notably, students’ reading proficiency as
measured by STAMP 4Se test averaged one full ACTFL sublevel lower than the classroom
Level Chinese reading assessments (Novice Mid - Novice High, as compared to Novice High Intermediate Low), though the range of scores was similar across both measures (Novice Low to
Intermediate Mid). We suspect that Level Chinese reading assessments were higher because the
reading materials available in the classroom were related to the topics and themes of instruction
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(in this school, the Units of Inquiry) and contained familiar vocabulary. According to ACTFL
performance descriptors (ACTFL, 2015), students at Novice and Intermediate level read best
when the texts address familiar topics. This may be especially important when students
encounter unfamiliar characters while reading in Chinese. Due to the opacity of the Chinese
writing system, it is very difficult for L2 learners to decode unknown characters within texts
using strategies frequently taught to elementary school readers, like contextual cues. Shen (2013)
goes so far as to suggest that, for L2 learners of Chinese, identifying an unknown character
accurately based on semantic or phonetic radicals is no more than a “random guessing game” (p.
373).
Students’ reading levels assessed by teachers using the Level Chinese system were the
strongest predictor of their STAMP 4Se test scores across domains. For reading and writing
proficiency, there were also significant effects of the diversity of vocabulary in freewriting (i.e.,
numbers of correct Chinese words) on STAMP 4Se test scores, though effects were weaker and
less consistent over time than for reading levels. This result extends previous findings indicating
that reading, rather than writing, is a stronger predictor of writing in L1 (Juel, 1988) to L2
instruction. In addition, the relatively weak association between accuracy in producing Chinese
characters in freewriting and STAMP 4Se proficiency in writing may be due to differences in
what is emphasized on each of the assessments. Whereas freewriting promotes the value of
communicating comprehensibly in writing, without concern for errors, STAMP writing
proficiency rubrics emphasize accuracy in vocabulary usage, as well as comprehensibility,
language functions, and complexity (Avant Assessments, 2022). We chose to examine the use of
diverse vocabulary written in correct Chinese characters in order to bridge vocabulary usage with
accuracy in writing. While we did not focus specifically on comprehensibility, the vast majority
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of student writing was comprehensible to teachers and researchers; the handful of words that
were incomprehensible were not included in the analyses. It is possible that the freewrites did not
exhibit the types of accuracy and complexity required for success on the STAMP 4Se writing
test; future studies should explore this question. Language functions and complexity are outside
the scope of the present study and worthy of future study.
The observed link between classroom Level Chinese reading assessments and end-ofyear proficiency in the listening and speaking domains builds on prior findings indicating the
critical role of reading in building vocabulary knowledge during the school years (Chun et al.,
2012; Krashen, 1989; Tabors & Snow, 2001; van der Kleij et al., 2022). This is a reciprocal
relationship (Brisk & Harrington, 2007; Hulme et al., 2019); vocabulary knowledge is necessary
to build reading skills, yet once students develop basic reading skills, most new vocabulary is
encountered through reading. As they encounter new vocabulary, readers use context clues and
decoding strategies to predict the meaning. This task is much more challenging for L2 learners,
and particularly L2 learners of Chinese (Shen, 2013). Because of this, Escamilla and colleagues
(2014) recommend that the majority of reading practice in the dual language classroom be
interactive in nature, with less time set aside for independent reading. The reading practices
routinely employed in the immersion school in this study include interactive, teacher-led readaloud, guided reading in small groups, and independent reading. During teacher-led read-aloud,
the teacher reads chapter books and other texts which are above the reading level of students, and
engages students in comprehension and vocabulary development practice through the context of
the book. This vocabulary development practice might be planned or incidental, building on
interactions surrounding the text. In guided reading, teachers work with small groups of students
on areas of specific concern for the group, for example, comprehension, vocabulary or strategies
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for decoding words. These interactive practices provide students with scaffolded encounters with
new vocabulary which would otherwise be challenging to decode, and reinforce the reciprocal
relationship between literacy and oral language skills.
The Texting Curriculum
Participation in the texting curriculum appeared to be beneficial for developing speaking
proficiency. Students in texting classes were rated as more proficient in speaking than students in
the business-as-usual classes. This corroborates other findings suggesting that digital text-based
chatting may promote interpersonal conversational skills, including the ability to respond to
questions and take turns (Zheng & Warschauer, 2018), and improve oral fluency (Blake, 2009;
Lin et al., 2013). The written format of texting may allow students more time to process input
and prepare responses than oral conversational tasks and promote greater equality of
participation (Blake, 2009; Darhower, 2002; Liao, 2018), even among students with lower
proficiency levels (Payne & Ross, 2005). Student-student interaction is one of the more
challenging aspects in immersion classrooms. Our findings suggest that structured opportunities
such as digital chatting should be included in the curriculum as a means of promoting students’
use of Chinese for interpersonal communication.
STAMP 4Se writing scores did not vary by curriculum condition (texting or word work).
A previous analysis of the texting curriculum and freewriting compared groups of students
matched on reading levels and freewrite 1 output (see Chapter 2). Results indicated lesser gains
in freewriting from freewrite 1 to freewrite 2 for the students who engaged in text messaging as
compared to their peers who completed business-as-usual word work. In the present study, when
we considered the full sample of students and freewriting at all three timepoints, the negative
effect of texting on freewriting output appeared to be weaker. Overall, though the students in the
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texting classes produced shorter freewrite papers with less diverse vocabulary, they did not vary
from their peers in their end-of-year STAMP 4Se writing proficiency. Freewriting was
handwritten, while the standardized STAMP 4Se test was completed on the computer. Bourgerie
and Cox (2022) found that students who completed both computer-based and handwritten
ACTFL Written Proficiency test scored 1.69 sublevels higher when they completed the test on
the computer. Future studies should investigate whether computer-based freewriting is more
closely associated with the STAMP 4Se writing assessment. In addition, future studies could
examine freewrites using ACTFL or STAMP 4Se writing rubrics to better understand the writing
proficiency of students as displayed in their freewriting.
Limitations and Future Directions
In conducting classroom-based outcomes assessment, researchers must consider preexisting differences in the students assigned to each classroom, differences in instructional
practices across classrooms, and students’ attendance and level of participation in academic
activities. In the present study, students taught by one of the teachers showed more growth in
reading and had higher year-end reading levels as assessed using the Level Chinese system, yet
had lower scores on the STAMP 4Se reading test than students taught by the other teacher. The
students taught by the latter teacher not only had higher reading scores, but also exhibited more
growth in freewriting output over the year. Because the instructional practices of teachers were
outside the scope of this preliminary study; hence, we do not know how to account for varying
effects of the teachers across analyses. Consequently, we were not able to identify specific
pedagogical practices, which may have contributed to the variation in reading and writing
development attributed in the analyses to the teachers. Further research is needed to follow up on
these results.
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Conclusion
Learning to read and write in Chinese is a time-consuming task, particularly for L2
learners in immersion schools who are developing oral language abilities alongside literacy
skills. In the present study, reading ability emerged as the most important skill for 4th graders’
developing proficiency in L2 Chinese. Strong reading skills appear to be essential for learners to
build the vocabulary and language knowledge required for writing, listening and speaking.
Freewriting as a holistic approach to writing played a supportive role in students’ literacy
development. Such holistic approaches permit students to transcribe their thoughts and ideas on
paper without fear of “writing it wrong.” Students’ use of Pinyin and homophones in freewriting
provided a window onto their emerging knowledge of oral and written Chinese. Through
freewriting practice, students became more comfortable writing in Chinese and appeared to rely
less on Pinyin, English words, and pictures over time.
Opportunities for student-to-student interaction in L2 immersion classes is important for
the development of interpersonal communication skills and proficiency in speaking, especially
for students who may lack opportunities to use the partner language at home. In the present
study, engagement in digital chatrooms, where students texted back and forth with each other,
provided this interaction and supported speaking proficiency. Future work should examine how
integrating diverse literacy activities, such as freewriting and digital writing, into the school day
may support development of both L2 language skills and academic content knowledge, and
contribute to different aspects of L2 proficiency, bilingualism, and biliteracy.
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CHAPTER FOUR
General Discussion
This dissertation aimed to understand factors influencing the development of student
writing, reading and language proficiency over the course of a year of fourth grade Chinese
language arts instruction at an American Chinese immersion school. It explored three genres of
writing and the relations between student writing in these genres: digital writing for
communication with peers, in the form of a text messaging curriculum; freewriting, or writing as
much as possible without concern for accuracy; and writing proficiency as assessed via
standardized tests of Chinese. It also explored relations between writing, reading and oral
language. The first study reported herein investigated the effects of text messaging in small
groups with peers on student freewriting and reading abilities. The second study examined the
types of meaning-making resources students deployed in freewriting, factors influencing growth
of writing, and the relations between freewriting, reading, texting, and standardized assessments
of Chinese proficiency. In this chapter, I will synthesize the findings of the two studies and
present implications and suggestions for pedagogical approaches to the development of writing,
reading and proficiency.
Reading Predicts writing and Oral Language Proficiency
Reading was the most important skill. While there were wide but stable differences in
individual reading over the year, reading was the strongest predictor of writing across genres.
This was true whether the genre of writing was texting, freewriting or standardized proficiency
assessments of writing. This extends previous findings that reading comprehension has a direct
effect on writing composition (Berninger et al., 2002) to L2 learning. Reading levels were also
the strongest predictors of student proficiency in reading, listening and speaking, an expected
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result in both first and second language learning (Droop & Voerhoeven, 2003). Reading and oral
language have exhibited reciprocal relationships in Chinese (Hulme et al. 2019); the current
findings support the idea that reading supports oral language. Reading level also predicted
writing attitudes; that is, students who were good readers had better attitudes towards writing
than students with lesser reading skills.
Because reading is so important, it is worth further investigation to learn what teachers do
to foster reading development in the Chinese language arts classroom. First, the school’s Chinese
language arts curriculum features weekly word work, a multi-component study of new
vocabulary. In word work, students complete repetitive copying of the characters, write the word
several times in Pinyin, analyze the structure of characters and brainstorm networks of words
comprised of the new characters. This detailed analysis of characters and words leads to deeper
understanding of the morphological and phonological aspects of the words (Wang & McBride,
2016), and may lead students to develop more secure representations of new vocabulary words in
long-term memory as it connects the semantic, phonetic and orthographic components (Perfetti
et al., 2005). A strong vocabulary is necessary for success in reading; once this vocabulary is
secured in long-term memory, it is more accessible for deployment in writing (Beck et al., 2002).
Discontinuing word work for even eight weeks had a negative effect on freewriting.
Next, text-based reading practices employed routinely in the immersion school in this
study include teacher-led read-aloud and interactive reading, guided reading in small groups and
independent reading. Whole and small group interactive reading, led by the teacher, maximizes
opportunities for interactions and explicit instruction around the texts to support comprehension
and vocabulary development. Small group guided reading focuses on the common issues of
small groups of students. These practices, which should be carefully planned to meet the needs
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of students, have been shown to improve the development of biliteracy skills (Beeman & Urow,
2013; Escamilla et al., 2014). Wide reading in L2 has also been shown to support grammar and
vocabulary development (Krashen, 1989; Verhoeven & Perfetti, 2021). Therefore, texts should
vary in content and topic, and be carefully chosen (or adapted) to focus on specific language
structures or vocabulary (Escamilla et al., 2014). However, more time should be spent on
interactive reading practices led by the teacher than on independent reading, especially at early
proficiency levels (Beeman & Urow, 2016; Escamilla et al., 2014).
While it may seem concerning that some students started the year with very low scores
on reading and writing, and appeared to make little progress, this may reflect factors other than
gaps in Chinese language knowledge. The finding is consistent with previous studies that showed
large, stable individual differences in reading and writing abilities in both L1 and L2 reading and
writing (Bai et al., 2016; Droop & Voerhoeven, 2003; McCutchen, 2008). The students
performing at the lowest reading and writing levels may have had other learning challenges that
were being addressed in the school special education program or that still needed identification.
Analysis of individual student performance on reading and writing in English-medium
instruction would help teachers to better understand whether these learning differences were
language-based or reflected other types of learning needs. Students in dual language immersion
programs, including students with some language-based issues and students with other special
learning needs, have been shown to perform similarly to their peers in monolingual classrooms
(Collier et al., 2004; Fortune, 2012, Padilla et al., 2013; Burkhauser et al., 2016). Therefore, it is
important to correctly diagnose a student’s issues and to provide services in one or both of the
school languages, especially before making a determination that a child would be better-served
in a monolingual classroom.
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Freewriting Predicts Writing and Reading
Diversity of vocabulary in freewriting predicted both writing and reading. This was true
whether the format of writing was texting, or standardized proficiency assessment, and whether a
classroom measure or standardized assessment of reading. There were wide individual
differences in writing which remained stable across the year. These differences are to be
expected. In both L1 and L2 writing, some writers are more proficient than others (Guan et al.,
2012; McCutchen, 2008). When learning to write in two or more languages, writing develops at
different rates in each of the languages (Gort, 2006; Sparrow et al., 2012 in Escamilla 2014). To
discern whether these individual differences persist across languages or are unique to writing in
Chinese, assessment of students’ writing in both school languages would provide useful insight
for future writing instruction.
Writing in an L2 is largely learned through instruction. Writing practices adopted by the
immersion school in the study include modeled writing, shared writing and independent writing
(including freewriting). In modeled writing, the whole class observes the teacher as she
constructs a text on the white board and talks through her writing strategies, word and structural
choices, and so on. In shared writing, teacher and students work together to co-construct a text,
practicing together the previously modeled strategies. Modeled and shared writing provide
opportunities for explicit instruction that builds on students’ oral language skills and experiences;
these are important tools in the immersion classroom.
Independent writing, including freewriting, is valuable as a tool to understand what
students can produce in writing, but is insufficient as a stand-alone pedagogical approach to
writing development (Escamilla et al., 2014). Students may avoid writing words they cannot yet
write in the new language, thus limiting self-expression (Guan et al., 2012; McBride, 2015); this
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may be particularly true when learning to write in an opaque orthography such as Chinese. I
found that students used several meaning-making strategies (Pinyin, homophones, English and
pictures) in freewriting to augment and extend their writing, thus promoting their selfdevelopment as writers (Espinosa et al., 2016). They appeared to use whichever strategy was
most useful in the moment. By making use of these strategies, students were able to write longer
freewrites and to tell their stories more fully.
These meaning-making strategies were most important to students at the beginning of the
school year, after a summer break away from writing in Chinese. By midyear, the proportion of
strategies in freewrites was greatly reduced as the proportion of words written in Chinese
characters grew. Polio (2017) suggested that research on how student approaches to text
production changes over time is needed; we found that as students became more expert writers,
their used of homophones grew alongside their use of words in correct characters. This suggests,
somewhat conversely, that their knowledge of characters was growing. That is, as students learn
more characters, they also encounter more homophones.
What We Can Learn From Student Freewrites
Student freewrites exhibited both story-telling creativity and linguistic creativity
(Beeman & Urow, 2013). Students wrote about topics that related to their lives and experiences.
Many writings addressed going to school and the school day, familiar topics for which
vocabulary for writing was more accessible. Other freewrites included stories about a “狗人”
(dog-person, reflecting an understanding of how to make compound words in both English and
Chinese) who went to school, about traveling to the Bahamas, Taiwan, and other places, about
bubble tea, and about video games. Students used emojis to express their feelings, and dialogue
to further their narratives. The stories may sometimes seem challenging to understand, especially
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for those who are not accustomed to reading the handwriting of young children or to deciphering
the invented spellings of homophones and Pinyin of second language learners of Chinese.
Samples of two student freewrites written in April can be found in Figure 4. In the
freewrite on the left, the student wrote about four people going to a magical island where one
person can eat fire and others use fire and ice to fight people. The student wrote mostly in Pinyin,
with many invented spellings that revealed what the student understood about pronunciation and
Pinyin representations of sounds. This student showed a great deal of metalinguistic awareness.
The student recognized that Chinese words can be represented by both characters and Pinyin,
and that words are pronounced with different tones. For example, the title, hǎi dǎo (海岛, island),
was written using the correct Pinyin spelling with accurate tone marks placed in the correct
position above the first vowel. Later, the student distinguished between two homophonic words
which are both pronounced with the syllable yi: the student represented yi [one] using the
character 一, and the word, ke yi [可以, can] in Pinyin. The student made use of knowledge of
English spellings and phonology, showing understanding of the pronunciation of the English
letter combination qu as they invented the Pinyin spelling quai to represent the correct Pinyin
spelling of kuài. Similarly, the student adopted the English spelling chin to represent the
Mandarin pronunciation and Pinyin spelling qin.
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Figure 4. Samples of two students work, Freewrite 3 (April)

In the freewrite on the right, the student wrote creatively about an alien flying to school
for the first day of school and expressing nervous feelings about school. At school, the alien eats
alien hamburgers, studies math, writing and other subjects, and on the second day returns to
space and knows that that is home. The student may have been expressing real feelings of
nervousness remembered from first grade or even fourth grade. In the story, the student used a
gender neutral pronoun 它[tā, it] to describe the alien, and frequently used the “English and” to
link sentences to make them more complex. (The “English and” is adopted from the way
students write in English: he did this AND he did that AND etc.; Chinese uses other conjunctions
for linking action phrases.) The student created new compound words: 外星汉堡包[alien
hamburger]. There was no Pinyin usage in this freewrite. The student employed a wide range of
invented spellings in the form of homophonic substitutions as they wrote this exciting story.
The freewrites offered students an opportunity to use language creatively to tell their own
stories, and many of the students took full advantage of this opportunity. They told engaging
stories about their lives or creative, fictional stories that they invented. They learned that the
purpose of writing is to express meaningful ideas for others to read (Heinemann, n.d.); and that
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they are able to use Chinese, their L2, to write for readers. They tried out new approaches to
writing and tried on their entire meaning-making repertoire. While they expressed themselves,
they both learned to write in Chinese and wrote to learn Chinese (Manchon, 2011). They also
provided windows into what they can do well, and where they need instruction. This valuable
understanding of what students can do may not be reflected in their standardized assessments of
reading and writing.
Texting with Classmates Supports Speaking
When texting took the place of word work there was a negative effect on freewriting.
There was no similar effect on reading or on standardized tests of writing, reading or listening.
This may have been an effect of reducing word work; it is important to reproduce this study to
include both texting and word work to better understand any effects of texting on freewriting.
Students who were successful at texting at the end of the intervention were also more successful
at freewriting post-intervention, suggesting that there are benefits to freewriting for those who
are master texting.
When texting with each other, students exhibited metalinguistic awareness in their
interactions, as they taught each other how to text, to write characters, and to interact (see
excerpts). Metalinguistic awareness reflects critical thinking about language and may contribute
to academic success (Jiminez et al., 1996). Students encouraged their classmates to participate,
stay on topic and speak Chinese as they co-constructed a powerful environment in which they
wrote to learn (Manchon, 2011). The students also shared information and joked with each other.
The teachers reported that students were motivated to participate in text messaging discussions,
often continuing conversations orally that they began during texting sessions. This is in line with
research suggesting that students often use digital communications to establish community and
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display humor (Darhower, 2002). The teachers also reported that even the more quiet students
participated fully in texting sessions, perhaps motivated by the opportunity to not have to speak
in class––a finding supported by research that digital communications equalizes participation
(Peeters, 2018). The students who participated in texting were more proficient in speaking (as
assessed on the STAMP 4Se) than those who did not participate in the texting curriculum. These
results suggest potential benefits of texting in digital chatrooms on students’ oral interpersonal
communication.
Limitations and Future Directions
In conducting classroom-based outcomes assessment, researchers must consider preexisting differences in the students assigned to each classroom, and their attendance and
participation in each of the activities that are part of the study. These real world differences occur
in all schools and classrooms, and research like that conducted in these analyses can help us to
better understand individual and even group difference, which in turn allows us to assess the
efficacy of pedagogies for all students.
To truly understand what the children are capable of, a future study should examine
writing in both languages (Escamilla et al. 2014). Examination of freewrites completed in both
languages in which students study (in this case, Chinese and English) will provide a more global
understanding of what students can do in all languages as opposed to just what they can do in a
second language. Offering online book clubs or small group discussions in both Chinese and
English, in which students share their ideas in writing (related to the texting research reported
here), would expand our understandings of how student communication and writing differs or is
similar in the two languages. Exploring how student writing differs across additional writing
genres encountered in elementary school would also be a worthwhile pursuit, since the genre and
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type of writing may require more or less complex language and diverse vocabulary (Wang et al.,
2002). Comparison of English reading levels with Chinese reading levels and systematic study of
end of year standardized test results in English language arts, math, and science alongside the
STAMP 4Se assessments would provide us with more global understandings of students’
abilities, both academic and linguistic, and to pinpoint whether challenges faced by individual
students relate to content learning or language learning, or both.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
Developing bilingualism and biliteracy in L2 Chinese is a demanding task, especially for
students in U.S. Chinese immersion schools who do not speak Chinese at home. These young
students must learn to understand and speak Chinese and to read and write in the opaque
orthography that is Chinese characters, all while learning elementary school content through both
Chinese and English and learning to read and write in English.
This dissertation provides evidence of the importance of both reading and writing in the
development of both written and oral language in L2 Chinese. Findings suggest that writing
supports writing, reading and speaking skills, while reading underlies development of all four
skills: reading, writing, speaking and listening. That is to say, in L2 Chinese immersion learning,
there are reciprocal relationships between writing and reading, writing and oral language, and
reading and oral language. Children first learn oral language. Next they learn to read, and then to
read to learn language; similarly, they first learn to write and then to write to learn language
(Hulme et al., 2019; Manchon, 2011).
With the limited amount of time available in the immersion classroom, time which must
be distributed across content and oral and literacy language learning, an integrated, meaningbased approach to teaching and learning must be taken in the classroom. Curricula and lessons
must deliberately integrate oral and written language (Beeman & Urow, 2013; Escamilla et al.,
2014). Students must be provided opportunities to discuss, practice and show what they know in
a variety of genres and modes of discourse, including oral, written and digital formats (Kucer et
al., 1995). That is to say, students should read about what they write, talk about what they read
and write, and write about what they read and discuss.
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For example, to support reading development, teachers must guide students through
intentional oral language experiences anchored in texts that create a meaningful, authentic
context for discussion to support comprehension, along with focus on vocabulary and linguistic
development specific to the content of the text. Discussions can bring students’ attention to the
ways in which language is used within the text, that is, how the author use structures, vocabulary,
and format to convey meaning. Classroom practices like interactive read-aloud, shared and
guided reading provide rich opportunities for deep discussion about both content and language.
Multi-component word work yields measurable benefits for developing vocabulary and
character knowledge. Written word work includes repetitive handwriting of characters, analysis
of components of characters, developing networks of characters and words, and using the
characters/words in meaningful contexts. Word work does not have to be limited to individual,
written work – it can also be conducted as modeled and shared work, in which students and
teacher brainstorm meanings, networks of words, and more. This provides them with tools to
decode and encode characters using semantic and phonetic radicals and create meaningful
connections between characters and words. When word work centers on vocabulary explored in
the texts used in interactive reading activities, it becomes an even stronger exercise for
supporting students’ abilities to deploy this new vocabulary in speaking and writing, expanding
both oral proficiency and literacy skills.
Freewriting is another valuable classroom practice in the classroom. Freewriting centers
attention on dimensions of writing other than accuracy (Polio, 2017). Holistic assessment of
freewriting provides insight into what students are able to do, as well as what they are trying to
do, and teachers are often surprised by what students can accomplish in freewriting (Heinemann,
n.d.) Student freewriting analyzed for this dissertation was often rich, creative and expressive.
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Students employed many strategies to deploy their entire linguistic and meaning-making
repertoire. They invented spellings in the form of Pinyin and homophone substitutions. They
drew on home language resources and drew pictures to add detail and augment their writing.
Freewriting can be a starting point for a process approach to writing, one that integrates writing,
reading and discussion (speaking and listening). Student freewrites can become a model for
shared writing activities, in which teacher and students work together evaluate the work.
Through this process, students can learn to evaluate their own work and that of classmates,
further developing additional writing skills.
It can be difficult to find time and structure in the day for interpersonal, student-tostudent interaction. Texting in small groups integrates the benefits of digital writing with the
benefits of reading for comprehension, and interpersonal communication. Successful texters
were better at freewriting than their less successful peers, suggesting that there are benefits of
texting in writing development. Texting with classmates in small groups also supported
development of students’ interpersonal speaking skills.
Writing, reading and oral language are like the three legs of a stool. Without all three, the
stool will not stand, and, if one leg is shorter than the other, the stool will wobble or even
collapse. Writing, reading and oral language development must each be the focus of instructional
activities. Curricula and lessons which integrate oral discussion, writing and reading around
meaningful texts contribute to solving the problem of limited instructional time in the immersion
classroom. Perhaps not coincidentally, integration of oral and written language also reflects the
ways in which language is encountered in “real life” – the contexts in which students will deploy
their newly acquired language skills.
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Appendix A
Texting Prompts
Class 1

Class 2

1

如果没有电，会发生什么事情呢？
What would happen if there was no
electricity? (intro to activity, teacher joined
in conversation)

你吃了什么？你有没有宠物?
What have you eaten? Do you have a pet?
(intro to activity, teacher joined in
conversation)

2

今天我的问题还是如果没有电, 会怎么样？Today
my question still is what would happen if
there was no electricity?

你为什么喜欢四年级？
Why do you like fourth grade?

3

如果你有超能力，会怎么样？
What would it be like if you had
superpowers?

如果你很开心，你会做什么？
If you’re happy, what will you do?

4

今天的问题是周末你做什么了?
Today’s question is, what did you do this
weekend?

如果没有灯，生活会怎么样？
What would life be like if there were no
lights?

5

这个周末你会和家人做什么?
What will you do with your family this
weekend?

如果你有超能力，你会做什么？为什么？What
would you do if you had superpowers?
Why?

6

你最想去的一个地方是哪里？为什么你想去？Wha 你们周末做了什么？
t’s the place you want to go to the most?
What did you do this weekend?
Why do you want to go there?

7

很快就要到感恩节了, 你最想谢谢哪些人？
为什么？It will soon be Thanksgiving, who
do you most want to thank? Why?
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你最想去的地方是哪里？为什么？
What’s the place you most want to go to?
Why?

8

新的一年要到了，
你想要什么新的东西？为什么？The new year is
coming, what new things do you want?
Why?

感恩节，你最想和谁说谢谢？为什么？On
Thanksgiving, who do you most want to
thank? Why?

9

每天你和家人在几点钟起床？之后你们都做些什么
？What time do you and your family get up
every day? Then what do you do?

你什么时候发火？为什么？
When do you get angry? Why?

10

感恩节就要到了,在感恩节的时候,你和家人会做什
么呢？Thanksgiving is almost here, what
will you and your family do?

你明天要做什么？
What are you doing tomorrow?

11

感恩节的时候，你和家人做了什么？What did
you and your family do for Thanksgiving?

如果你可以有一个新的礼物，你要
什么？为什么？If you could get a new
present, what would you want? Why?

12

你最喜欢在冬天做什么？
What’s your favorite thing to do in winter?

你看起来像什么？
What do you look like?

13

在学校里,
你最不喜欢的时间是什么时候？为什么？What’s
your least favorite time at school? Why?

你冬天喜欢做什么？
What do you like to do in winter?

14

在学校里,
你最喜欢的时间是什么时候？为什么？What’s
your favorite time at school? Why?

你像什么东西一样，为什么？
What thing are you like? Why?

15

今天太冷了！你们觉得今天要不要出去
课间活动？为什么？It’s too cold today! Do
you want to go outside for recess or not?
Why?

在学校，你最不喜欢的时间是什么？为什么?
What’s your least favorite time in school?
Why?

16

你们更喜欢冬天还是夏天？为什么呢？
Do you like winter or summer better?
Why?

告诉你的组员一句温暖的话。
Say something warm (nice) to your
groupmates.
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Appendix B
Comparison of Descriptive Statistics for Raw and Imputed Data
Descriptives for Raw and Imputed Data, all variables
N

Min – Max

Mean

Std. Dev

Raw

Imp

Raw

Imp

Raw

Imp

Raw

Imp

STP_R

69

70

1–5

1–5

2.65

2.65

1.44

1.43

STP_W

69

70

3–5

3–5

4.39

4.39

0.62

0.62

STP_L

69

70

3–6

3–6

5.19

5.19

1.03

1.03

STP_S

69

70

2–5

2–5

4.41

4.40

0.67

0.67

STP_C

69

70

2.25 – 5.25

2.25 – 5.25

4.16

4.14

0.74

0.75

CHI_WA

67

70

–1.86 – 2.0

–1.86 – 2.0

0.23

0.21

0.97

0.96

ENG_WA

67

70

–0.83 – 2.00

–0.83 – 2.00

1.13

1.14

0.62

0.62

RL_P1

70

70

4–9

4–9

6.67

6.67

1.15

1.15

RL_P2

70

70

4 – 10

4 – 10

7.24

7.24

1.21

1.21

RL_EOY

66

70

4 – 11

4 – 11

7.70

7.67

1.25

1.26

Hom_FW1

69

70

0–5

0–5

1.00

1.01

1.28

1.28

PC_FW1

69

70

0 – 26

0 – 26

5.48

5.51

5.34

5.31

ETy_FW1

69

70

0 – 11

0 – 11

2.42

2.42

2.61

2.60

Pic_FW1

69

70

0–9

0–9

1.70

1.70

2.23

2.22

CTy_FW1

69

70

8 – 61

8 – 61

25.01

24.97

11.78

11.70

CTo_FW1

69

70

8 – 116

8 – 116

43.39

43.35

25.04

24.87

CC_FW1

69

70

3 – 44

3 – 44

18.54

18.45

9.25

9.21

Hom_FW3

62

70

0–8

0–8

1.39

1.47

1.68

1.69

PC_FW3

62

70

0 – 29

0 – 29

3.08

3.03

5.91

5.60

ETy_FW3

62

70

0 – 24

0 – 24

3.16

3.15

4.08

3.88

Pic_FW3

62

70

0–3

0–3

0.21

0.24

0.60

0.60

CTy_FW3

62

70

11 – 98

11 – 98

39.15

39.27

20.38

19.20

CTo_FW3

62

70

15 – 196

15 – 196

74.71

75.12

46.43

43.69

98

CC_FW3

62

70

8 – 97

8 – 97

34.68

34.77

17.91

16.85

Hom_FW4

62

70

0–8

0–8

2.15

1.99

2.00

1.94

PC_FW4

62

70

0 – 36

0 – 36

4.50

4.35

8.43

8.00

ETy_FW4

62

70

0 – 34

0 – 34

3.11

3.24

5.34

5.06

Pic_FW4

62

70

0–2

0–2

0.19

0.19

0.47

0.45

CTy_FW4

62

70

15 – 137

15 – 137

47.50

47.69

27.18

25.58

CTo_FW4

62

70

25 – 353

25 – 353

95.85

96.15

72.08

67.79

CC_FW3
Valid N
(listwise)

62

70

9 – 118

9 – 118

40.86

41.35

24.80

23.43

50

70

99

Appendix C
Correlations between Correct Chinese Words and Strategies
Correct Chinese

Correct
Chinese
Words

FW1
FW2
FW3

Pinyin

FW1
FW2

Pinyin

FW3

FW1

FW2

FW3

FW1

FW2

FW3

FW1

FW2

FW3

FW1

FW2

FW3

1

.38

.32

.16

.38

–.10

.27

.08

.16

.04

–.15

–.31

–.06

.05

–.13

1

.71*

.15

.15

–.15

.09

.40

.52*

–.05

.09

–.04

.18

.08

–.23

1

.16

.05

–.06

.13

.36

.66*

.07

.24

.18

.05

.01

–.15

1

.22

.03

.03

.05

.16

.20

–.11

–.08

.17

–.02

–.16

1

.32

.10

-.03

.06

–.16

–.23

–.18

–.06

.33

.12

1

–.12

–.18

.01

–.11

.02

.19

–.04

–.15

.24

1

.16

.05

.05

–.11

.03

.06

.10

–.01

1

.23

.00

.02

.06

.13

.33

–.02

1

.09

.19

.08

–.07

.05

–.20

1

.26

.19

.09

.01

.20

1

.21

.24

.06

.09

1

.22

.03

.31

1

.27

.03

1

.14

100

FW1

FW3
FW1
FW2
FW3
Pictures

Pictures

FW2

FW2

English

English (types)

FW1

FW3
Homophones

Homophones

FW1
FW2
FW3

*Correlation is significant with a Bonferroni corrected α = 0.000476
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Appendix D
Correlations Between STAMP 4Se Scores, Chinese Reading Levels, and Chinese Types (correct) in Each Freewrite
STAMP 4Se

Read
STAMP 4Se

Write
Listen

Chinese Reading Levels

Chinese Types (Correct)

Read

Write

Listen

Speak

Sep

Mar

Jun

FW1

FW2

FW3

1

.38*

.62*

.27

.59*

.67*

.59*

.42*

.52*

.44*

1

.55*

.49*

.58*

.55*

.56*

.42*

.54*

.40*

1

.40*

.72*

.68*

.65*

.32

.52*

.41*

1

.31

.51*

.43*

.26

.16

.15

1

.81*

.77*

.45*

.60*

.50*

1

.84*

.64*

.48*

.38

1

.48*

.48*

.42*

1

.38*

.32

1

.74*

Speak
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Sep
Reading Levels
Mar
Jun
FW 1
Freewrites
FW 2
FW 3
*Correlation is significant with a Bonferroni corrected α = 0.00111
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Appendix E
Multiple Regression Models Predicting End of Year STAMP Test Results
Table E1
Multiple Regression Models Predicting End of Year STAMP 4Se Reading Scores
Predictors

Beta

SE

ß

t

p

Model 1: Reading (Fall)

Chinese reading level (beginning of year)

.54

.14

.44

4.00

< .001

Correct Chinese word types (Freewrite 1)

.04

.02

.27

2.10

.039

Instructor

.71

.30

.25

2.39

.020

Texting curriculum

–.36

.29

–.13

–1.26

.213

Chinese reading level (midyear)

.83

.11

.70

7.59

< .001

Correct Chinese word types (Freewrite 3)

.00

.01

.04

.37

.716

Instructor

.95

.25

.33

3.75

< .001

Texting curriculum

–.40

.24

–.14

–1.66

.102
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Outcome measure

Model 2: Reading (Spring)

Table E2
Multiple Regression Models Predicting STAMP 4Se Writing Scores
Outcome measure

Predictors

Beta

SE

ß

t

p

Model 1: Writing (Fall)

Chinese reading level (beginning of year)

.26

.06

.48

4.19

< .001

Correct Chinese word types (Freewrite 1)

.02

.01

.25

1.86

.068

Instructor

–.01

.14

–.01

–.09

.931

Texting curriculum

.16

.13

.13

1.21

.229

Chinese reading level (midyear)

.24

.06

.46

4.05

< .001

Correct Chinese word types (Freewrite 3)

.01

.00

.28

2.31

.024

Instructor

–.04

.14

–.03

–.29

.774

Texting curriculum

.19

.13

.16

1.48

.143

Model 2: Writing (Spring)
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Table E3
Multiple Regression Models Predicting STAMP 4Se Listening Scores
Outcome measure

Predictors

Beta

SE

ß

t

p

Model 1: Listening (Fall)

Chinese reading level (beginning of year)

.62

.09

.70

6.79

< .001

Chinese word types (Freewrite 1)

.01

.01

.05

.41

.682

Instructor

.09

.20

.04

.43

.671

Texting curriculum

.15

.19

.08

.80

.428

Chinese reading level (midyear)

.59

.08

.69

7.10

< .001

Chinese word types (Freewrite 3)

.01

.01

.13

1.30

.205

Instructor

.40

.19

.20

2.10

.040

Texting curriculum

.30

.18

.15

1.63

.107

Model 2: Listening (Spring)
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Table E4
Multiple Regression Models Predicting STAMP 4Se Speaking Scores (N = 70)

Model 1: Speaking (Fall)

Model 2: Speaking (Spring)
105

Predictors

Beta

SE

ß

t

p

Chinese reading level (beginning of year)

.16

.08

.27

2.10

.040

Correct Chinese word types (Freewrite 1)

.01

.01

.18

1.21

.229

Instructor

–.27

.16

–.20

–1.63

.108

Texting

.39

.16

.29

2.43

.018

Chinese reading level (midyear)

.27

.06

.49

4.24

< .001

Correct Chinese word types (Freewrite 3)

.00

.00

.10

.80

.425

Instructor

–.22

.15

–.17

–1.49

.141

Texting curriculum

.41

.14

.31

2.94

.005
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